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No. 114 THE INFRARED POLARIZATION OF THE MOON
by F. F. FORBES AND P. A. WELCH
November 9, 1967
ABSTRACT
Infrared polarization measurements of the lunar surface have been obtained at 1.25 and 2.2 µ for the lunar phase --80'9.
The infrared polarization of the entire Moon was found to be 3.24 and 2.90 percent at 1.25 and 2.2 µ, respectively. The new
infrared polarization results were compared to the visible and ultraviolet polarization obtained by Gehrels, et al. (1964),
Coyne (1967), and Lyot (1929). As with other wavelengths, the infrared polarization is greater in the maria than in the
highlands. In addition to the polarization scans and the determination of the polarization of the entire Moon at —80'9 phase,
the geometric albedo was computed from photometric scans of the Moon at 3'48 and —80'9 phases and found to be 0.211,
0.259, and 0.321 at 1.25, 1.62, and 2.24 µ, respectively. The ground-based geometric albedo values agree well with those
obtained from Project Lamplighter of May 1966 on the Gemini 7 Mission.
1. Apparatus
T
he polarization and albedo observations were
made in November 1965 and March 1966 with
the Catalina Observatory 28-in. infrared telescope.
The photopolarimeter consisted of a dry-ice-cooled
lead sulfide photometer (Johnson and Mitchell 1962),
with a rotating infrared polarization analyzer
mounted between photometer and the 28-in. tele-
scope. A Polaroid-Corporation-type HR-sheet polar-
izer (Shurcliff 1962) was rotated at 16 rps in the
infrared polarization sandwich, thereby allowing
rapid scan polarimetry to be done at the same
time that photometric scans were made across the
lunar surface. A calibrated micrometer-adjusted 6-in.
offset finder was used to change the scan position in
uniform increments of declination relative to a prom-
inent central lunar feature recentered on the finder
cross-hairs before each scan. The telescope was
driven westward in right ascension beyond the lunar
limb and then stopped; data were taken as the Moon
drifted back through the field. The instantaneous
field of view of the photopolarimeter was 29.35 arc
sec in diameter. Three times during the mapping
process the offset accuracy was determined by re-
peating the zero offset scans at 1.25 and 2.24 p.
The polarization and infrared intensity signal and
polarization analyzer phase angle were recorded on
magnetic tape in the manner described by Forbes
( 1967) . The data tapes were played back in the
laboratory with a frequency-to-voltage converter
and a true RMS voltmeter, the respective outputs of
which gave the infrared intensity (DC component)
and polarization (AC component) . Ratios of the AC
to DC components were then obtained to determine
the precent polarization. The polarization phase was
determined using the photographic technique de-
scribed by Forbes (1967 ) .
2. Calibration
The polarization analyzer efficiency and position
angle were determined by using the technique de-
scribed by Gehrels and Teska (1960) . The instru-
mental polarization was found by measuring the
polarization of four standard stars whose polariza-
tion in the visual and infrared wavelengths was
known to be less than 0.5 percent. The probable
error on the infrared polarization of the standard
stars was found to be -±- 0.2 percent.
For the determination of the geometric albedo
two calibrations were required. The instrument was
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calibrated photometrically with measurements of
four standard stars preceding and following the lunar
scans. The colors of the Moon at 1.25, 1.62, and 2.24
µ were determined using Johnson 's data ( 1965) and
Johnson and Mitchell's technique (1962) . The pre-
cision of reduction to the JKL photometric system
is about ± 0.1 mag. The relative photometric re-
sponse as a function of position in the diaphragm was
measured by making repeated drift scans across a
star image for various segments of the diaphragm.
From integration of these scans the effective photo-
metric diaphragm size was computed to be 29.35
^- .05 sec of arc in diameter.
3. Results
Figures I and 2 are maps of the lunar infrared
polarization at 1.25 and 2.24 µ, respectively, at a
phase of —80°9. The 1.25 and 2.24 µ polarization
scans were positioned on a lunar scan by means of
a computer program using equations (Arthur 1965)
for transforming topocentric to selenographic coord-
inates for the particular phase of —80°9 on March
1, 1966. For clarity, only major lunar features are
shown in Figures 1 and 2.
One of the scans is shown in detail in Figure 3
which compares polarization to intensity; this scan
was repeated three times in each color to investigate
the repeatability. The error bars represent the mean
standard deviation of individual sample points based
on residuals between the three scans normalized to
their mean intensity to remove time-dependent ef-
fects, which have little bearing on the polarization
errors. The polarization and intensity are related by
the fact that the fractional standard deviation of a
percent polarization measurement is equal to the
fractional standard deviation of the intensity mea-
sures on which it is based. However, the errors so
derived are strictly internal, and include the results
of inexact reproduction of scan position.
From the reference intensity plot in Figure 3, it
is evident that in the infrared the maria are consid-
erably more polarized than the highlands. This re-
sult is entirely in agreement with the results obtained
by other observers in the visible wavelengths (Lyot
1929; Dollfus 1955; and Gehrels, et ar. 1964). In
addition, for regions of similar color on the Moon,
no systematic variation in polarization was detected
between the bright limb and the terminator.
In Figure 4, the infrared polarization data derived
front two regions on the Moon (Nicolai
'
and Mare
Crisium) are compared to visible polarization re-
sults obtained for the same locations on the Moon
by Gehrels, et al. (1964) for the phase of —80°9,
although the fields of view are different.
The behavior of the infrared polarization for the
entire Moon at —80°9 phase is plotted in Figure
5 together with the results obtained in the visible by
Lyot (1929) and in the ultraviole, by Coyne ( 1967) .
The 1.621A in Figure 5 was computed from one scan
at 1.62 µ compared to repeated scans, at the same
declination, for the points at 1.25 and 2.24 IA.
The lunar geometric albedo was photometrically
determined at 1.25, 1.62, and 2.24 µ from measure-
ments at the phases of 3°48 and —80°9 and found
to be 0.211, 0.259, and 0.321, respectively. The
albedo computations were done as described by
Russel (1916) and Harris ( 1961 ) . Rougier's phase
function (Minn'Zrrat 1961) was used, although it was
determined for .54 µ so that a direct comparison to
the Gemini 7 (AFCRL-Project Lamplighter, 1966)
could be made. These results are plotted in Figure
6 together with ultraviolet results and infrared spec-
tral-photometry results of Gemini 7 and the visual
measures of Harris (1961). Although the techniques
used on Gemini 7 and those we used were quite dif-
ferent, both results show excellent agreement. The
photometric tie-in to standard stars assured the
photometric accuracy of our measurements and re-
assured us of the validity of the data taken by
Gemini 7.
Higher spectral and spatial resolution are needed
to extend the polarization measurements to specific
regions of interest, such as hotspots (Middlehurst
and Moore 1966) and color discontinuities (Whit-
aker, referenced by Gehrels, et al. 1964). Photo-
polarimetry of the entire Moon in the visibie wave-
lengths, with an extention to the far-infrared, is also
necessary to complete the lunar polarization picture.
Furthermore, measurements should be made to de-
termine the infrared phase function for all phases,
with particular attention given to the near zero phase.
Acknowledgments The authors wish to thank
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No. 115 EXPLOSION CRATERS ON THE EARTH AND MOON
b y G. FIELDER AND J. E. GUEST *
December 6, 1967
ABSTRACT
A comparison of lunar craters with a particular set of similar-sized explosion craters on Earth leads to the inference
that explosion craters on the Moon can be picked out with the aid of the following criteria: (a) relative altitude of rim
crest and shape of outer rim profile, (b) slumping of inner rim materials, (c) nature and distribution of ejecta.
I
n 1944 ammunition stored underground near
Fauld, England, exploded, producing a crater
some 250 m in diameter. A few thousand sec-
ondary craters were produced in pastureland and
wooded country around the main crater. The shapes
of both the main crater and the secondaries. and
their mutual spatial relations, find analogy Nvith the
shapes of certain craters on the Moon; and this led
Baldwin (1963) to present a vertical air-photograph
of the Fauld crater (Fig. 1) — which he referred
to as the Burton-on-Trent Crater. Further informa-
tion on the Fauld crater may be gleaned from (a)
air and ground-based photographs taken in Decem-
ber 1944 by the R.A.F. shortly after the explosion,
(h) an examination of the modified craters remain-
ing in the field in 1967, and (c) Ministry of Defense
documents relating to the nature of the explosion.
Since the mechanism of formation of the Fauld
crater is known, it is instructive to compare its mor-
phology with that of similar sized craters recorded
on the N.A.S.A. Lunar Orbiter Missions, with a
view to determining which lunar craters are of ex-
plosive origin.
* Univ. London Observatory, Mill Hill Park, London, NW7
Prior to the Fauld explosion, an old alabastine
mine with roads forming laboy the approximately
200-400 feet deep in limestone had been utilised to
store bombs and other explosive weapons of various
weights. It was estimated that energy equivalent to
5.34 x 101 lbs. of TNT (about 4.54 x 105 calories)
was liberated in the explosion. One may predict the
size of the crater using Baldwin's (1963) relations
with a scaled depth of burst H/W! , 1.7, where H
is the depth of the explosive centre in feet and W
the energy released in pounds of TNT equivalent.
Thus, had the explosive been centrally condensed,
the blast would have given rise to a crater no larger
than 200 m in diameter. The fact that the actual
crater rim is ovoid ( Fig. 2) and measures as much as
220 m x 270 m may be explained in terms of (a) the
irregular distribution of stored charge, (h) the non-
simultaneity of the explosion of individual bombs
(many remained unexploded after the event), (c)
the controlling effects of the pre-existing mine roads,
especially from the standpoint of the shaping of the
charge and of creating weaknesses in the country
rock. The locations of a few of these roads may be
traced across the floor of the crater in Fig. 2, espec-
ially when it is combined stereoscopically with Fig.
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2b
/. In spite of these factors, the ellipticity of the
Fauld crater — 18.5% — measures an amount of
distortion commonly found among the lunar craters,
some of which have ellipticities ( Fielder 1961a)
that exceed 40%.
Field inspection and comparison of records with
the early photographs showed that slumping occur-
red at most points around the rim of the Fauld crater
immediately after the explosion. This produced a
conspicuous bench ( Figs. 4, 5, 6) some meters
below the crest of the rim. Mass creep and water
erosion have further modified the shape of the rim
over the past 23 years (Fig. 7 ), and debris has cov-
ered the floor of the crater to an average depth of a
metre or more in places. Under low lighting condi-
tions the bench gives the crater a double-walled
appearance similar to that of some small lunar craters
(Fig. 8). The latter are usually sharp in outline, and
are therefore relatively recent additions to the lunar
surface; so it may be speculated that their double-
walled appearance is due to slumping incident on an
explosive origin.
The 70 m lunar crater in Fig. 8 is surrounded by
numerous rocks that apparently have 'peen tossed
out of the crater during its formation. Better
examples of ejected rocks around the rims of lunar
craters 420 m and 30 m in diameter may be seen
in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The lunar rocks
may be compared with the large, angular blocks of
I'mestone (Figs. 11, 12) which were torn from the
principal Fauld crater and partially buried them-
selves or produced shallow depressions on impact
with the soil or, again, with the smaller rock y ejected
from one of the secondary craters at Fauld ( Fig. 13) .
For the following reasons, this latter is believed to be
an explosion crater.
Secondary craters produced by the impact of
non-explosive materials range in diameter from 5 to
10% of the primary's diameter according to Fielder's
(1961 b) experiments with detonators, and from 4 to
1 1.5% according to Roberts (1964) measurements
based on three high-explosive experiments and one
thermo-nuclear explosion. By contrast, many of the
secondary craters at Fauld exceed the upper limits
of these ratios; in particular, one of the Fauld sec-
ondaries attains 20% of the diameter of the primary;
and this indicates that many of these secondary crat-
ers were sculptured by the ejection of live bombs
which exploded on impact. The tendency for some
of the secondary craters to form linear arrays (see
Fig. 1 ) may have arisen as a result of the particular
disposition of the stacked bombs prior to their hav-
ing been ejected.
Inspection of the shadows cast by the photo-
graphed secondary craters at Fauld leaves no doubt
that many of them have rims that are raised above
the surrounding terrain. Low velocity secondary
impact craters investigated by Roberts (1964 ) and
Hartmann ( 1967) also show raised rims. The same
is true of the lunar craters under discussion in Figs.
8 and 9. In Fig. 10, the rim crest of the 30 m crater
is the highest part of the panorama; and stereoscopic
viewing of the Fauld crater itself, using the photo-
graphs reproduced in Figs. 2 and 3, also shows that
its rim is topographically high. Clearly, a high rim
is a necessary criterion for the explosive origin of
the rim materials in any freshly formed crater. Thus,
the similarities in the shapes, sizes and distribution
of the rocks discussed above, taken together with
the morphologic similarities of their parent craters
on Earth and Moon, strongly support the theory that
lunar craters of the type discussed here are of
explosive origin.
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Fig. I Vertical air photograph of the Fauld crater and surroundings.
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Fig. 2a Aerial view of Fauld crater. to be Used with 2b 1 insert ) for stereo view.
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No. 116 LUNAR CRATER COUNTS, III: POST MARE
AND "ARCHIMEDIAN" VARIATIONS
ht' WII_LIANi K. H %RTNIANN
December I. 1967
ABSTRACT
Figures I and '_ and Table I vicsent data on inter-marc crater density variations which further support statements made
in Paper 11. The cvrcmc crater densities (M1fare Screnitatis ;ltd Atare Tranyuilitatis) sarN bN it factor of approximately 2.5.
1 able 2 presents quantitative and qualitative estimates of the post-basin crater densities, as well as post-mare crater densities
for carious basin s^strms, arran ged in order of basin ace. I he "Archinrcdian" craters considerabh outnumber the post-marc
craters. "Arch imedian" time periods were tirite and variablc from basin to hasin. thus excluding impart-induced melting its a
source of mare material. These data demonstrate a working approach for future crater count programs.
1. Inter-Mare Variations
I
n the precedin g paper ( Paper 11; Hartmann 1967).
mentioned the variation by a factor rauzhlN 2.5
for the crater densit y of the lar ger (D > 2km) craters
on mare surfaces. Figure I and Table I in that paper
present the data on which this statement was based.
Front survey of the more accessible front-side
mare surfaces, Marc Screnitatis and Marc Tranquil-
litatis were chosen as representative of lightly and
heavily cratered mare surfaces, respectively. Mart
Cagnit ,.m, recentl y named and well-photographed
as it result of the Ranger x'11 mission, was also
studied and found to be moderately cratcrcd ( Hart-
mann 1966h). The counts front these three maria
arc included ]it I The conclusion that Rangcr
V11 landed in it dense cluster of secondary craters
associated with the rays of Tycho (Kuiper 1965;
Shoemaker 1965; Whitaker 1965)—an area with
density over and above the cratered background —
is quantitatively confirmcd by the excess of smaller
craters (D < 500 nil shown in Figure 1. The greater
density of large craters in Marc Tranquillitatis than
in 'Marc Cognitum is confirmed by file counts pub-
lished by Shoemaker, of al. ( 1965, p. 264).
An average mare count. as presented in Paper
II. is included in Figure I; it is a count of all mare
craters divided by the total marc area. As expected.
the distribution so defined lies between the Tran-
quillitatis and Screnitatis count
Figure 2 presents more clearly the distributions
found in Figure 1. without the datum paints, and
shows the finite hand that represents the maria on
the log F-log D diagram.
Table I synthesizes data relating to this problem.
I he various authors have published data o il
 numbers of crat,.-rs in a , aricty of maria. These
data suflcr front uncertainties: if the limit-
ing diameter is too large, too few craters are avail-
able to give good statistics; if it is too small, obser-
y ational errors become significant. It will he seen
that there are inconsistencies among the data, prob-
abl y due to these uncertainties, bdt the trend toward
increasing density is clear, and it is believed that the
final column sloes reflect significant and detectable
difTcrcnccs. This material is slightly modified from
an earlier presentation in my Ph.D. dissertation
(19660.
concluded that significant inter-mare variation',
in crater density, by a factor of roughly 2.5, exist
among the larger, presumably primw_v inpac t craters
( D > 2 kill ). and that these variations reflect true
age differences (by unknow-t factors in time since
the cr • ticring rate as a function of time is unknown ).
At the same time, it is important to note that there
is a definite lower limit to the relative crater density
on maria. None is below 0.6, although sonic young
craters, e.g. Tycho, fall below this limit (cf. Paper
VI ). Hence, the marc-formation period, ranging
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DSS RBR GF KIM
4 6 .4 10 12.8
.61 .34* 28* .24*
.71 .71
.71 .53^ .71
.71 .54* .71
.74* .91 * .94*
.73
1.06 .74 .78 .72"
.38* .86"' 40'
1.57 1.52 1.13 1.69
1.52 1.6,' .97*
1.52 2	 Ill 1.69*
1.73 116* 1.73
ADOP i Eu
VALUE
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
14
1 5
1.6
1.6
54	 .6
69	 .7
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TABLE I. PROVISIONA1 CRATER DI.NsITIF.S ON DIFFERENT MARE SURFACES
Reference:	 RIM RIM wK11
Lower limit D:(KM.)	 1.6 3.2 4
M. Serenitatis	 1.03 .76 0.40
P. Epidemia rum	 77 .76
N1. Hunur ru.n	 .77 .76
M. Nubium	 .77 .76
M. Crisi.,m	 .92 .70
0. Procellarum
M. Imbrium	 1.01 .95
M. Orientale 1.0
M. CognitUm 0.94
Nt. Nectaris	 1.1 1 .96
M. Frigoris	 1.10* I.26
M. Foecundit.	 .99* 1.14
L. Sommorum	 1.10 1 26
M. Tranyuill.	 1.20 1.37 1.1	 1
Appendix ( DSS )
M. Soren., outer dark zone
M. Seren., central portion
Notes:
Values in this table arc 	 rater density observedaverage crater density, all maria
* Values girt - !ess weight because of paucity o: cratcn. foreshortening, etc
tSce paper IV
RBB: Baldwin 1963, p. 296
DSS: Dodd, Salisbur y and Smalley 1963
GF: Fielder 1963
from 0.6 to 1.6 on a relative crater density "time
scale," represents a re.vfri( tee epoch in lunar histon.
2. Post-Resin, Pre-A1are Intervals
The interval between the formation of !unar
hasins and their associated mare surfaces can he
judged by counts of the post-basin pre-mare, "Ar-
chimedian" craters. ThouLh often hiehly clamaecd.
Archimedian craters havimz diameters above sonic
critical diameter should, in principle, be detectable
where the mare cover is thin enough. Thin. counts
were made for zones around the outer edge of var-
ious maria. in some cases essentially -he inner edge
of the rim only. The width of the zone was chosen
according to the apparent degree of preservation of
Archimedian craters.
The post-mare count, in . ome cases neglible, is
added to the Archimedian count to get a measure of
the interval between basin formation and the present.
This measure is in terms of the crater numbers only.
because a time-measure can be deduced only if we
know the craterin g' rate, which is believed to have
been changing rapidly at this epoch. (Kuiper 1954,
pp. 1104. 1110, Kuiper 1966 p. 217, Hartmann.
1966a).
Secondary criteria of a more subjective nature
were also used to order the basins by age, since in
some cases no good crater statistics could be ob-
twined. Morpholo gical differences. such as rim sharp-
ness, rim height. distinctness of ejecta blankets and
preservation of radial and concentric systems, are
useful in this context.
Tahle 2 presents the results expressed as the es-
timatt:d ratio pos,-basin post-mare crater density
as well as data on post-mare craters. The table.
thou111 incomplete and subject to revision provides
a rationale and serves as a Guide for further studies
of lunar crater counts. The present data are modi-
fied from an earlier presentation in my Ph.D. dis-
sertation ( 1966b), and it is desirable to fill in as
well as possible the remaining unknown data, which
indicate the history of certain lunar regions.
An important conclusion that follows at once
front 2 is that the "Archimedian" craterin g in-
tervals were finite and highly variable from one basin
system to another. The large amount of cratering in
many cases indicates an extensive time interval and
rules out the hypothesis that the mare material is a
result tf impact-induced fusion. laid down contemp-
oraneously with hasin creation ( Urey 1960).
Furthermore. the relative constancy of post-mare
crater densities and variability of Archimedian den-
sities favors the view that while the maria were
formed more or less contemporaneously, during a
restricted epoch, the underlying basins were dis-
tributed throughout a period during which most of
CRATIE R DENsirI' VARIATIONS
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Fig. 1 Diameter distributions of craters on Marc Screni-
tatis, average mare, ant. Marc Tranyuillitatis, showing sig
nificant variations between the latter and the former. F is
incremental number of cratersikm .
the pic-mare ( "continental") craters formed. That
is. thI_ quantitative data u. fable II are consister,
with the model which has been presented earlier to
these Communications and elsewhere (Hartmann
1964; Kuiper 1966; Hartmann 1966a) that the ba-
sins formed during an early intense cratering Ow-
to the end of which most of the major nutria .very
laid down as a result of lunar nutting. Much of the
variation in inter-mare ages is attributed to the tail-
end of the intense bombardment phase, which may
have involved a different population of cosmic
TACLL II. PROVISIONAL Posi - BASIN CRATER DENSITIES AND
R EI.ATIVE BASIN AGLS
BASIN * 	ESIIMAIID
(IN ORDER OF
	 POST -BASIN(RATUR
	
I)1)5T-SI,RI IK,IIR
IN<'RI ASING ALIT	 UF.NSIIS"•	 DINSII%'
( Average mare) LOW
Orientale t 2.4 1.0
Imhrium 6 0.9( risium 16 0.8
Humholdtianum
Neclaris 27 1.0
Near Schiller 28
Humoltill) 28 0.8
(iIima1,1i
Screnilatis 0.6
S. F. I in)h
Jansecn
Cognitum H)
I Pure Upland 1 30
*Cf. Hartmann and Kuiper (196 12). Recently discovery,!
far side basins not included.
**Estinlutc,l P. E. ' 25 , i
***Estimated P. F. 20% (See Tablc 11
'By Definition
tSee paper IV
bodies than those prey wk striking the earth and
moon.
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No. 117 LUNAR CRATER COUNTS. IV: MARE ORIENTALE
AND ITS BASIN SYSTEM
kv W. K. HARTMANN AND F. G. YALE*
February 1. 1968
AIItiTRA('l
P int, I and II prescnt crater count observations of the mare surface :md the siesta hLmket of the Orientals basin. Mare
Orientate has the crater density of asciage maria, 1.0, and the ejects blanket ha% an unusually loss crater densitl for an upland
surface. 2.4. This is the lowest known post-basin crater density, testifying to the youth of the sysicni. 5upplemerial observations•
based on Orbiter photograph y , arc presented i n part III. Part IV discusses the physics of the hypothetical, nuee ardente-like
Cloud µhich swept out from the in pact site. depositing the striated. highly-strucrtned hlankct sho"n in the Orbiter photo-
graphs. Part V unnniarizes the histor y of the Oricntale basin system. The eauaonhnary clarity of the radial and concen-
Iris lincama• nts is attributed to the youth of the system and the probable coincidence io time of the impact and the begin-
ning of the mare-forming period, with the shocked "crur • " collapsir,g into the plastic substratum along impart-produced
I	 fractures
1. The ,Afore Surface — Observations
F
tgure I shows the floor of Marc Orientals and
Figure 2 shows the dianlcter distribution of crat-
ers there. On Figure 2 the average mare crater den-
sity has been drawn and it is seen that no significant
departure from this is detected. Normalizing to the
average crater density, we can list Marc Orientals
as having crater density 1.11 4 U.1.
The counts used in this determination were made
from Orbiter IV photograph 195. Special care was
used to avoid contamination from the ahundant sec-
ondaries of the large unnamed crater in the northern
part of the fluor, and the data of Figure 2 refer prin-
cipally to the southern half of the floor. The largest
diameters availahlc were limited by the small area
of the mare, and the smallest. by the resolution of
the Orbiter •• nwdium resolution" photography.
Mare Veris and Marc Autumni, two arcuate
strips along the bases of two concentric fault scarps
around the basin, appear to have significantly higher
crater densities than the central Marc Orientate (sec
Fig. 2 ) .
*On leave from Arizona State University
2. Oricrrlule Ejec•ta Blankc.'	 01,: ..-ulions
In vie,v of the relatively young age attributed in
earlier ( onrnrunic •uricnrs to the Orientate basin sys-
tem on the basis of structural studies ( Hartmann and
Kuiper 1962; Hartmann 1964). it is predicted that
the crat-r density on the cjecta blanket should he
considerahly less than the ambient. "pure continen-
tal" crater density, which refers to the oldest portions
of the lunar surface. WRH has speculated ( 1964, p
177) that the Orientate basin may have originated
"late in the period of mare formation," although
obviously before the present, uppermost ( undis-
turbcd 1 surfaces of the various nearby maria were
laid down.
Now it is possible to test these ideas with the
excellent photographic coverage of the whole Ori-
entals region by Orbiter IV. Figure 3 shows a typical
portion of the radially striated cjecta ba ,Act cast
of Marc Oricntalc• and Figure 4, the crater diameter
distribution thereon. It can he seen that the post-
basin craters of the ejecta hlankct accurately paral-
lel the post-mare craters, and that at (cast the first
of the above predictions is essentially verified:
there is more than an order of magnitude deficiency
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of post -Orientale craters over normal "burr contin-
cntal" densit y . As for the formation of the Crientale
basin late in fhc mare-forming period. it can be seen
that there arc nica ,,luahly nu re post-hasin craters
than post - mare critters. by it f,,, or of about 2.4 --
0.2 (cst. P.F.). When compared s ith i t, - icsulfs of
Paper III (Hartmann 1969a). this figure indicates
formation of the Oricnfale basin somcMiat hefore
the oldest exposed mare surfaces were laid down.
such surfaces havin g crater densiliCS of :ihOUt 1.6
(normalircd to a^cragc maria). The point in little
indicated by crater density 2.4 may have been well
into the period of mare formation, even though the
rarlic,t of the now - visihlr ,urfaccs had not vet horn
formed. Note than these crate- density li_g ures do
not give relative iges the tlux was prohal,ly dccreas-
ing rapidly at this time and hence the fi g ure, arc wide
upper limit, on the relative ages (cf. Paper III I. In
any case the present data suggest thai the Oricntale
hasin is best described as formin g not "late" in the
mare-forming period, but rather ,iiortl y preceding
or cuing that period, heforc any of the other pres-
ent maria %A, Crc intact. The factor 2A is the ,niall-
est known post-basin critter density (cf. Paper III t,
indicating that the Oricntalc ba s in is the youngest
of the great. multi-ring hasin system,.
3. Thc • Basin Sll.elc • nl — 31isc1•11rmc•otc.s
Obscri-at ions
Figure 3 shows the line parallel striations of the
ejccta Manket surface. I hest ,tructures have widths
of several hundred meter, up to I km, considerably
smaller than the radial and conccntric structures
attrihutcd to fault, and tectonic adju,tmCflt ,, in ('nm-
muricution LIT 30 (Hartmann 1904). ;Additional
dissimilarities arc ( 1 ) lack of orthogonal (radial
and concentric) gridding and (2) occasional pro -
flounced curvature of the striations, oficn near major
relief, (see Fig. 3 ) The latter characteristic gives the
striations a pattern suggestive of turbulent flo-,v.
The faces of the concentric scarps surrounding
the Oricntalc basin are poorly exposed to sunlight
in the Orbiter photographs. but in the few locations
"here the lighting is good, the face appears smooth.
perhaps layered over with talus, with only it
outcrops or boulders ( Fig. 5 ). No diagnostic fea-
tures have been found to date the scarps positively
a• pre -or post-cjccla blanket.
Within the Oricntale inrcr hasin can he seen
concentric rilles similar to those of Humorum and
other circular maria except that they distinctly cut
across old, unlhaode',1 portions of the surface, (Fig.
6). This ,how . that the concentric rifle patterns are
Not intrinsic to the surficial mare material, but raehei-
air deep-scatckl products of the basin system drvel-
opmcnl. Proh:lhls they r"till from the sagging of the
newl y flooded basin, just a, the concentric fault
scarp, arc the re,ull of saggin g of the "crust" as it
whole. Consistent with thi,, the major rills shown
in Figure h follow, exactly the arc of the incomplete
"second rin g" of the concentric rin g system.
1. I'llysicx of Illc Ejec • la ('lentil
It was noted ahosr that Ihr surface of the cjccla
hfankef around the Oricniale hasin has fhc appear-
ance of having been strralcd b y (hr flow of a flui-
diicd 11101ium over its surface.
One can ,ho(v that IUrbulcnt flow would indeed
hr rxpectrd in cloud cspanding from the central
cspfo,ion :end pa„ing ,ur racr oh.ta.ICS of dimen,ion
about ltt kill, such as those indicated. The Reynolds
nunlher is
R=vLp	 (1)
v
where v is Ihr expansion velocity. I. the obstacle or
eddy dinicnsion, p file density of the expanding
cloud. and v the cloud's viscosity (v1p is the One-
matic viscosity I. Assuming v - IO'cmiscc and L —
I O'cm, and since v for it variety of volatilCS and tem-
p: tire, is —, 2 Y 10 ' gm tic cm, we have
R	 5 , 10' :'p	 (2)
It remains to find a value for p. The volatile conlcnt
Of metro r;JC. ha,altic, and granitic material is of
the order 10 x by mass. 1 hus, if onl y Ill ' of the
IU_ grams dislodge(] in the Oric arc uripact \yore
degasscd ( i.e. evert if onl y the impacting projectile
were degassed I we would have 10” gm of gaseous
material erupted front impact site. The striated
raitcrn i, clear even hryond the "Rocca ring" of the
conccntric pattern. which has it of about 650
km, and'huS if the Cxpandint' cloud wCre of uniform
density and hcinkphcrical. then as it swept over the
surface 050 kill from the impact site, the gas density
would be of the order 10 " gm cnr', w i th a i such
higher density of solid particles, perhaps Ill
gm-cm t . The figures derived above are lower limits,
and it appears clear that the Reynolds number
greatly exceeds unity. Taking into account the en-
trained sol ; --L:. one linds the gas pressure insulli-
cient to support the cloud, \\bleb would thus he
compressed against the surface.
The gas cloud will propagate oetward at not
nwrc Ihan about 10" cmi sec, and hence to an
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hie. i Portion of the face of the 'Tichstadr rin g" scarp N of Niare Oricntale. hoHing possible outcrops on the
%carp face. \ASA Orbiter IV. ( game 145, high reNohttion.
observer 650 kill from the impact site, the rain of
material \could proballk have a duration of several
minute. It %koulu he. in essence. a llrridize(l system.
'This hypothetical phenomenon has many of the char-
acteristics of it terrestrial nine ardcntc flow, "highly
heated Las so chan-,ed ttith incandescent ash par-
ticle that it resemble a mobile emulsion, yet dense
cnuugh to maintain contact with the surface as it
rushes do%s n the slopes of the mountain with hur-
ricanc force" ( Bullard 1962 ) .
The famous IM& nure ardente eruption of 1902,
which destroyed the city of St. Picrre and 30,000
reoplc. travcll;d at velocities approaching I 
em sec and swept over the city in only a few minutes,
smashing meter-thick concrete walls and carrying
along three-ton masse, ( Bullard 1 902).
The lunar surface, and presumably a Ireshl\ de-
posiicd cjccta blanket, is loosely coherent particu-
late matter of no treat structural inicgrit^. It thus
appears likely that a major impact would scud out
a nu& ardentc-like cloud .\hich would, in the pro-
cesS of depositing an ejecta blanket, cause a storm
of several minute' duration. capable of leaving it
surface covered with fine striations of width up to
scvcral hundred meters, as observed.
It should he nUled that this section represents
a utpplcntcnt to conclusions drimn earlier. In Com-
munications 24 an(] 36 ( Hartmann 1963, 1964).
it was argued that the large-scale radial lineaments
shown on earth-hased photographs were produced
by tectonic action, not scouring or gr00%ing by fly-
in g fra gments. This view is still held. in essence,
although sonic of the best photographs, c.E Plate
Via. show Sonic of the fine striations now attrin-
uted to ScaurinL by the cjccta. The striated surface,
not onl y
 near Orientale hilt also in the case of other
basins, was thcn fractured and broken by radial and
concentric faults. Anlont' the elder basins, utc stri-
ations have Since been eroded and blanketed. This
process has started on the Oricntale lineaments. and
only the youngest features, e.g. Tycho, lack such
maskin g blankets.
S. Infcrprelatimt of f is f )rirnfah, Rusin System
In this section \+'c will attcmpt to give a chron-
ological history of the events that produced the pres-
hi,e• A NF quadrant of the "2nd ring. - just
inside Mare Veris. .ho%%ing its expression its a
concentric rile culling across unllooded +,gland
sw ,accs. This rille is it of the moun-
tainous scarp khich forms most of the"22nd
ring." N \SA Orbiter IV. Frame 11!', high reso-
lution.
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ent Orientate silstem. The argument that an impact,
ratl,,^r than ^ volcanic explosion or coll.,pse, touched
off these ev.nts is beyond the scope of this paper.
Observations contributing to the au_ument are: the
continuity of the crater diameter distribution from
craters to basins. correspondence between this dis-
tribution and the astero a• i fragment mass distribu-
tion. evidence fr,r a point-source explosion, hug--,
eiecta btankrt. hign-c.,de r radial and concentric
symmetry• and energy considcrt!ions.
Baldwin's equation X-3A ( 1 063, Ill, I58-162)
indicates that q n energy of 4 x 10" ergs (factor 4 est.
P.E.. depcn(lim, oil depth of burst ) was
expended in creating the i;u)rr OriLntalc basin• which
has a diameter of 390 km. If the impact velocity was
3 km/sec, the projectiie's mass was about 9 x 102'
gm and its radius, 40 km ( --4-- 20 km est. P.E. ). It
v.as thus of ..izc c.xnp;:rahle to it present
day astercr I ant close to or slightly smaller than
(c pccially if the velocity was higher) the most com-
mon of Anlrers ' "originai" asteroids ( Anders 1965 ).
It is an interesting suppoa of Arders' model of size
distribution of planetesimals that the largest bodies
striking the moon ma y have just reached the size of
his most common "orjgjnal° planetesimals and that
the rest of the impacting hodics display just the dis-
W' action of size of their fragments.
The impact occurred at it tin.: Mhen the sur-
face was already prc-stressed by the grid-formin-
forces. causint-, the preferential development of frac-
tures bj the expanding shock wave in the NF.-SW
direct ion and to a lesser extent, NW-SF: ( Ha:rtmann.
1964; Strout 196-1). Inclination of the projectile's
ir •ljectory may have also hcen a contrihutint factor.
I he time of this impact. oil crater density scale.
was 2.4 ￿ 0.2, inuncdiatcly prececding or just at
the be g inning of the mare flooding, in accord ^sith
the hiLh susccptihility of fracturc along the grid
lines ( suh ,,urfacc melting and heating being near
maximum). Fi,,. 7, parts I and 2 show the impact
and the immediately produced, fractured surface.
In the minutes fol](Ming the impart, it clnud of
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Fitt.7 Schematic historN of the Orientale basin structure.
Stippling icprescnis ejecta: dia gonal hatching, magma: and
vertical hatehine. lava floµs. See text.
vaporized silicate material, volatile.. finely pulver-
ized rock in suspension, and large fragments on bal-
listic trajectories was erupted and swept across the
surface. in nuee ardent_ fashion, dropping the ejecta
blanket now observed and scourin g, its surface.
the surface beneath the blanket. having, been
ahcLdv fractured and perhaps faulted by the ,_,rid-
producing forces, and still more highly fractured by
the impact shock, was ripe for any tectonic adjust-
ments. As subsurface melting and instrusions step-
ped up. approaching the climax of the mare-forming
period. the nrientale surlace area resemblcd a frac-
lured ro,i, poorly supported from below. As, or per-
haps even before. the subsurface magmas extruded
onto the surface, gaining access particularly through
the brcccias of the central basin. the roof sa gged and
faufed in concentric rings, in the manner proposed
by Fielder ( 1963), except that Fielder pictures the
entire process from the beginning to have been
cndogcnic. (it is dilliLult to account for the highly
aligned radial striations and faults in this way).
Fielder has pointed out that this sagging and faulting
mechanism provides theoretical justification for the
\/2 radios ratios found by h, runann and Kuiper
1 1962 ).
Mare material ^Norkrd its way up to file concen-
tric fault', and extruded at their bases, formin g the
arcuate maria Voris and AlAtuntnis. Since these nutria
haxr a crater densit y nearly equal to that of the
ejecta blanket ( Figs. 2 and 4), it appears that the
collapse, formation of the scarps, and welling up of
the arcuate maria occurred just after the impact.
before completion of the central mare. ( A number of
dark halo craters, probabl y cndn genic and t^ pically
two or three km across, increase the crater density
in the arcuate maria and support the idea of deep,
fault-induced volcanism there. )
The central mare was completed at about the
same time as the other average maria (crater density
1.0 ± 0.1 ). The flooding is illustrated in Fig. 7.
parts 3 and 4.
The %^cight of the mare fill caused the inner basin
to continuc to buckle drns n\%ard. and the adjustments
took the form of concentric rilles ( Fig. 6. Fig. T
part 5 ), in sonic cases the last lavas were extruded
alone these concentric inner faults. forming mare
wrinkle ridges (ihc \Nrinklc ridges have been shown
by R. Strom to be the sites of sonic of the last flows
in the maria ( Kuiper 1966 ).
Acktiowled .imwlts. This work was supported by
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No. 118 LUNAR CRATER COUNTS. V: LATITUDE INDEPENDENCE
e.ND SOURCES OF IMPACTING BODIES
by WILLIAM K HARTMANN
;F
	 March I, 1969
A BSTR AC'T
The larger pre-mare lunar craters are concentrated toward the lunar poles by a factor two over their equatorial densi-
ties. Post-mare craters arc almost uniformh distributed, with onl% a marginal trace of the polar concentration. It is con-
cluded that the moon's obliquity has not changed since the pre-mare craters formed: that i mpacting bodies durin g the earl%
intense lunar bomhm'dmcnt were concentrated toward high latitudes by an uncertain mechanism. possibly related to the
gravitational field of the nearby earth; that the early bonrhardnICn! involved a dillerent population of bodies than the post-
mare and current inlluv. and that the declining early bombardment lasted into early post-mare time. The early projectiles
may have been residual planetesimals in solar orbit or members of a circum-terrestrial swarm. Celestial mechanical studies
of such bodies are highly desirable.
1r,
1. Introduction
I
f the bodies that are assumed to have struck the
moon to produce the crat^rs confined to high-
velocit y * orbits with low inclinations, one would
expect a concentration of craters toward 'he equator,
in view of the moon's obliquity of onl y 1 .5. Alter-
nately, if the bodies entered the moon's gi. ity tjcfd
with very low velocities, or were randomly inclined,
one would expect a more random distribution of
craters with respect to latitude. Specifically, one
might expect to detect an equatorial concentration
in the case of asteroidal projectiles, while circum-ter-
restrial or comctary impacts would be random.
- these ideas led to the present search for latitude
effects in the distribution of lunar craters, with the
hope of obtaining sonic clue as to the source of the
projectiles. As was demonstrated in Paper I I ( Hart-
mann 1967 ), the pre-mare craters (which dominate
the upland, or 'pure continental," group) and post-
mare craters can be rtsil y
 divided. Thus we have the
opportunity to perform a test for latitude effects
among both the earliest and the more recent craters.
*High velocity in this paper means velocities that would
produce lunar impacts at considerably higher than lunar
escape velocity, i.e. selenocentric approach velocities greater
than, say, 3 km sec.
Kuiper ( 1954) has suggested that the moon in
its early history may have changed its obliquity rad-
ically, as would follow • from an equation by Tisser-
and ( 1891 ). Or the other hand, this equation was
devciored for small values of the obliquity and may
break down for large values so that one cannot prove
on this basis that the moon would "topple over."
Therefore the crater count test here proposed is use-
ful and may in fact yield information on the obliquity
of the moon in its earliest history. Furthermore, it
is highly unlikely that the moon has changed orien-
tation significantly it post-mare time, since there
were no major ( basin-forming ) post-mare impacts
to provide changes in angular momentum nor is
there any morphological or strut Ural evidences for
marked post-mare changes in :he direction of the
angular momentum vector (although the grid system
may indicate pre-mare changes in the magnitude of
the aneulai nwntentum ).
9. Observations
The crater catalogs of Arthur, et. al. (1963,
1964, 1965, 1966) provide ideal data for the lat-
itude tests. He had catalogued all of the craters on
the front side larger than 3.5 km diameter on IBM
cards, with both "continental" and post-mare craters
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designated.* Limb re g ions (defined in Hartmann
196-1 ) were Omitted here since they introduced a
selective loss of smaller craters, especially at high
latitudes. It is noted that any selection effect in the
linih regions reduce. Ih frequency of high-latitude
craters. Continental and post-mare crater. \kcrc scl)-
aratcd, to test the two populations separately, and
"mare-continental' • craters, along the mare borders,
were rejected. I bus only relatively pure contincntal
and mare surfaces were used.
In order to reduce selection clfccts further• to
limit the counts to craters of impact origin. and to
avoid a discontinuity in the Arthur catalog diameter
distrib.ation at D = 35 kill ( of uncertain but prob-
ably partly observational origin — cf. Hartmann
1964, 1967), only the continental craters of D = 40
km were used. -ho get a sample of equal statistical
size, N„ for the mare craters, the diameter distribu-
tions of Paper 11 were used, such that
N„_ 1 D__
N,•	 30 40-2'
giving a limiting diameter for mare craters of D ^ 7
km.
I hose two crater samples, contine nt al D ^ 40
kilt and post-mare 1) ^ 7 kill, were sorted by Tl in
zones, the mean T) values hein g convertible to lati-
tudes. The counts were made for each hemisphere
separately, but the results were later combined, since
the southern hemisphere is sparse in mar.a and the
northern in continental area. The continental and
mare areas in km 2 were determined from the Or •Ihu-
graphic Lunar AdaN, and crater densities in km
were plotted for the indicated craters as a function
of latitude.
Fig. I shows the result for the continental (up-
land ) craters: surprisingly• there is a polar concen-
tration of craters. This result was so unexpected that
it was checked both by re-plotting the same data for
two other limiting sizes and more signilicantly by
making completely independent counts (especially
in polar and equatorial zones) front
	
and
Zond photographs. These data, included in Fig. 1.
are quite consistent. As noted above. any selection
effects in the Arthur catalog would he expected to
act in the opposite direction.
Fig. I was then checked in another way. Hart-
mann ( 1964) shows that the "classes" in Arthur's
catalog, 1 ( well-preserved ) though 5 ( highly dam-
aged), consistently correlate with apparent age, and
'Arthur used the term "continental - in his catalog. The
prcferlcd 10111 -upland" is used here interchangeably.
0
0	 30	 60	 90
LATITUDE
Fig. I Crater density vs. latitude for craters of 1) > 40km
(unless othcntise marked) on upland Ii.e. "continental-)
surfaces. A Iaonounced polar concentration is found
that the class 3 (damaged rims, generally pre-mare)
is complete at diameters D -- 40 kilt although the
older classes 4 and 5 are not. Therefore, class-3 con-
tincntal craters were sorted as an independent check
on Fig, 1, with the results shown in Fig. 2.
The results all appear consistent: there is a
smooth increase in crater density with latitude among
the contincntal craters, with polar densities ap-
proaching twice the equatorial densities. The result
is found to apply at the several long itudes investi-
gated separately• and is confirmed with data from the
central far side. Therefore it is not inerelY a refle •e-
60 11 of flit , )runt-si(le more distribution. Figs. 3 and
4 present a direct compstrison of polar and equatorial
areas at the same scale: the effect can be visuall_^
confirmed.
A group of craters of intermediate age, not as
young as the post-mare craters, are those of class-1.
A. C. Hartmann ( private Conti )Lint ation 1067 ) has
shown that there are 2.2 times as many class-1 craters
per km in continental areas as in maria. indicating
that class- I cr.Itcrs as a group date into pre-mare
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time, Fig. 5 plots the class-I latitude distribution
for D -- 10 km corrected in the followin g way to
give the numher of class-1 craters/km' nn it pure
c tntthientul surface. Let N be the (known) total
number counted in a g iven latitude strip and n, the
numher on nutria. Let 7' 11 be the (known) ratio
of total to noire area in the strip. Then
T	 1 N -n
M	 it 2.2 + n
whence
Nn_ 2.'
I T M— 1.2
Thus, the total number of class-1's that would have
been counted in a continental strip of g iven latitude
is NF where F is a correction factor
F_ (N-n) +2.26 _ 1 4	 1
N	 I - ;t3 T M— 1
This factor, always < 1.71. was app Gcd merely to
g ive units in Fig. 5 more consistent with those of the
other graphs.
Fig. 5 shows only a marg inal trace of the polar
concentration, suggesting that the younger lunar
craters do not demonstrate the clTect.
Fig. 6 confirms this in a plot of the pact-rru re
data for two limitin g dianetcrs. There is onl y a mar-
ginal trace of t he polar concentration, as if the clTcct
were declining or being, diluted with time.
3. Interpretation
The effect is jud ged to he physically real: there
is a concentration by a factor 2 of the Oldest craters
toward the poles. Miilc the post-stare craters show
almost no concentration. Figs. 1. 2. 5. and 6 present
a time-sequence indicating a secular decline in the
effect. This is strong support of the hypothesis that
the earliest bomhardmcnt of the moon in v olved it
group of impacting bodies difTcrent from those in
post-mare time ( and presumahl y now ). and that
there was a t ransition between them durin g the late
pre-mare period, and that early post-mare impacts
included the tail-end of the earl y intense bombard-
nirnt. This hypothesis of a .crpurutr earl y population
of pre-mare projectiles was first advanced by Kuiper
( 1954 *, and has been further advocated by Levin
( 1963 ), Opik (1965 ), Hartmann ( 1965, 1966 ),
and Marcus ( 1967 ). These authors have considered
the possibility of a cireum-terrestrial cloud of bodies
*Gilbert ( 1893 ) hypothesized that all the craters were
produced by debris from such a cireum-terrestrial 'ring,"
from %+hi gh the moon accreled. Ruskol 1 19611 also con-
siders in detail accretion from such a ring.
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Fig. 2 Crater density vs latitude for Arthur catalog class
3 crater% on upland surfaces.
in some way associated with the moon's unique for-
mation near, or capture by, the earth. Hartmann
( 1966 ) and Kuiper, Strom, and LePoole ( 1900 )
pointed out that the apparent absence of earl y in-
tense Martian cratcrin g is consistent with this.
Memhers of a cireum-terrestrial swarm would
have low cclocities, and cccn if the swarm were not
hig hly flattened it would he e\pected to produce
craters randomly distributed, if not slightly concen-
trated toward the equator. Thcre is the possibility
that earth-moon-particle inter-actions in mch a cloud
would so strongly deplete the low-inclination orbits
by ejection and collision that the last remaining ob-
jects, which caused the visihlc craters, were prefer-
cntially in hi g h-inclination orbits.
In vices of the difficulty of producing a polar con-
centration from a cireum-terrestrial swarm, we may
consider other possibilities. In 1966, 1 considered six
hypothetical sources of the intense early lunar crat-
ering and argued against four of them. The circum-
terrestrial swarm discussed nh­ , was judged the
most acceptable. but the second choice is possibly
more compatible with the present data. It pictures
the last remaining planetesimals at the conclusion
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!• {e..` Crater t I Cnsity vs. latitude for Arthur catalog class
I craters. t i .' tensity values are corrected to equal the
values found un upt,ord, not mare, surfaces (sec tc\t). Only
a marginal polar concew-ation is detected.
of the planetary accretion process, still in orbit
around (he sun, being swept up by the planets. These
would he in very lo\\-inclination orhits (tile solar
nehula hcing flighty Ilattcned ) and would apps:wch
the moon, or the carth-moon system, with low rela-
tive velocities,
It is conccivahle. as indicated in Fi g . 7, that it
the moon were quite close to the cash. there could
he cut efficient shielding effect that would reduce file
numher of hodics strikin g the center-of-face, but
increase the number at the apparent limh. (I - he so-
called gravitational Ions focussing clTcct, by Mlich
the center-of-face is alleged to recJvc increased im-
pacts, can apply only to a given combination of
velocit y and "focal" distance; the result of variable
velocities and distances is a screening. ) If the moon's
rotation \acre non-synchronous, the poles would
constantly r-ceivc an increased flux. \\ p ile an equa-
torial point would be periodically screened. It the
moon were close enou gh, the screening could he
quite clliricnt, this model has the qualitative advan-
laec that as the moon moves away as a result of tidal
interactions, the cticct diminishes \%ith time as is
ob%crvcd.
It may he possible to make a selection between
the two hypothetical sources— the circum-terrestrial
swarm or circum-solar planetesimals--by studies
of file celestial mechanics of such particles. Oucs-
lions that need to he answered are: What fraction
of particles \\ould
 he cntirely ejected front the carth-
moon-particle and sun-earth-particle systems? \\ hat
\\ould
 he the distribution of inclinations in the two
systems! What fraction of bodies in each system
\t,ould strike the earth? \\ hat
 fraction would strike
the moon? Given the total mass of bodies requircd
to form all the visible impact craters. and given the
fraction of all hodics that \\oudd
 strike the moon in
each system. \\ould
 the total required mass of parti-
cles he reasonable:'
If nearness to the earth dots have a bearing on
the observed polar concentration, either in the con-
text of a circun)-terrestrial swarm or a screening
cfTcct. then \\r have an arg ument that the moon
formed near file earth or that any hypothetical cap-
turc occurred before the early intense craterin g . The
very presence of a latitude effect provides an argu-
ment that the moon has not radically chanced its
ohliquity since the early large craters formed, and
also suggests that the craters arc not cndogenic ( un-
less it can he shown that there are lalittldC efTects
to he c\pccted in volcani.nil. If screening by the
earth is in\olved. the cutnpati;)ility of hack-and
front-sick data indicates that the moon's rotation
was not originally synchronous.
0
0	 30	 60	 90
LATITUDE
Fig. 6 Crater density vs. latitude for post -mare craters. The
density values are corrected for 1) 'Lm, although two
diameter ranges are plotted.
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I- ig. 7 Schcnlatll diagram of possible dynamical explanation of polar concentration of old craters. Loµ-inclination plane-
tesimals approach6g the earth-moon system Aith velocity V — stril.c the moon nrefcrentialls at hi g h latiludes because of shield-
ing by the earth's gravitational cross, section o. :\ pussihlc high-irdinatiot- orbit is also sham n at right.
Ac •l,nrncicdsmtcvrr. I sun indebted to G. 1'. Kuiper
for helpful discussions on several points. I hi. work
was supported by an NSF Institutional Grant of the
University of Arizona :utd NASA (ir,tnt NsG 16 1-
61.
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No. 119 LUNAR CRATER COUNTS. VI: THE YOUNG CRATERS
TYCHO, ARISTARCHUS, AND COPERNICUS
b y NV II.LIAm K. H ARTMANN
March i5, 1968
ABSTRACT
The crater densities inside the craters Tycho, Aristarchus, and Copernicus are found to be respecti%ely 0.1, 0.3. and
0 5 lino •
. 1hr mean Crater densiticc oe maria. Ages of '_ x 101 . 1 x 10 11 . and '_ x 1011 yr are inferred. The interior of Copern-
icus exhibits a number of recognizable voL;,.nic structures. Rays accontpaming these craters are probabl y finely pulverized
cjccta and are icstroyed on it
	 scale of about i x 1011 years by slirrin,a and miring of the upper la%ers of the lunar surface
to it d.pth on the order of it p rimary impact craters exhibit approximately a -- poser law diameter distribution
to di:uncters as low as 250ni, indicating that most hectometer-size craters (whim i tLether deline a much steeper power lake 1
are not primary impact craters.
1. Introduction
0 tic method of dalnlg lunar features i s to dividethe observed cratcr densities ( craters /km-) by
the adopted cratcring rate ( craters / km" yr) . Un-
fortunately, the cr-itering rate for the larger cratcr;
(D ,> 2 km) is uncertain, prohahly by a factor at
least three (Veddcr 1966, Hartmann 1965), Mule
for smaller craters it is widely beli , .,d that there
is significant contamination by non-primary-impact
craters, probably including collapse depressions and
°conclary impact craters ( Kuiper 1905, Shoemaker
1965). These make it difficult to identify the true
primary impact craters and hence [cad to uncertain-
Jes in the cratcr density.
Nonetheless. this method has recently been
applied to the lunar crater Tycho by Strom and
Fielder ( 1968) who counted craters of diameter D
of the order 100 m and, u•itic the best estimates of
flux for i,ppropriatc si.:cd meteorites, derived an
age for Tycho of 1.6 x 10` years. (Strom and
Ficlde- are presently applying the method to Ari-
starchus and Copernicus as well).
An independent apj • t ich is the method of this
series of papers: we compare the observed crater
densities x^ ith the average mare crater density, not-
ing that the ma r ia apparentl y mark a quite restricted
epoch in lunar history (paper III. Hartmann 1968).
In this series we use relative crater densities. 1.0
hejn g the value assigned to the average mare. The
usefulness of the scale lies in the fact than empirically-
determined crat.r densities can be expressed inde-
penclent of D for various IL-naf structures, giving
it age scale. Absolute ag,s can later he (111,01
if one has further knowledec of the agc of the maria
and the time-development of the cratcring rate. How-
ever, i; is important to note that the relative crater
density is most reliably determined only for D > 2
knt, again because of the dllhCUl j iCS of interpretation
of smaller craters of varied oriein (e.g. paper 1,
Hartmann 1967).
2. Obserration.s
Orbiter photographs show that ' , -cho has an
unusually rough interior, that Aristarci,.is is only
Sl i ghtly less rough. and that Copernicus is notic^!thly
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Fi.e. I Crater diameter distribution for
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some of the data points based on few craters.
The dashed curve (Tycho interior) is fairly
well determined. heing based on both the
adopted slope of — 2 at D > 2 km and on
the data points.
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smut her than Tycho, sonic sections having a flooded
appearance. Coupled with their well-kw,wn ray sys-
tems, the sharp rim detail. and their thermal anoma-
lies, this is strong evidence not only that the craters
are young. but also that in the sequence named they
increase in age. While no observable dchris hianket
overlies Tycho, one is just beginning to form in
Aristarchus. Most of the rest of the moon, as shown
by the Surveyors (Gault. ct.al . 1967, p. 203) is
blanketed by a fragmental layer of meter or deca-
meter depth.
Crater counts bear out these inferences. Since all
three craters have fc\\ overl  ing craic-s, the statistics
are poor, particularly for the larger D values. Tycho,
for examplc. has only one crater of D > I kill within
its rim. While it would thus aprwar difficult to get
a mcanini2ful relative crater dcnsity applicable at
D > 2 km, it must be remembered that diameter
distribution law apparently uni\crsally has an expo-
nent ( slope) of —2( --}0. I ) at these larger diameters,
and this knowledge aids us in obtaining it
 crater density.
2	 ( K M) 4
Figure I shows the results obtained from Tycho.
Strom and Fielder have allowed me to convert their
data to my system of plotting, and their counts are
included. Althou gh counts outside the rim of Tycho
were made in an attempt to get more area and better
statistics, these were kept separate from the interior
counts, because Strom and Fielder ( 1968) showed
that the exterior counts were both hieher and vari-
able Iro one stratigrapflic unit to another. Fron
this fact, they concluded that I ycho h„d it "n!!tlti
phase” development in time, and that the exterior
flow units may in fact be older than I ycho. Altcr-
nate interpretations arc that I ycho secondary craters
cause the variable excess in exterior crater counts, or
that some other type of crater (e.g. collapse depres-
sions) have not been adequately sorted out of these
counts. In my own counts of Tycho, as in previous
papers of this series, no effort was made to sort out
craters of different oricins, unless stated.
It can be seen that the relative crater dcnsil
( measured at D > 2 kilt ) in Tycho is 0.1 with an
estimated P.E. of 20"(' . The curve drawn in Figure I
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Pig. 2 Crater diameter distribution for
Aristarchus. The curve of Fig. I 	 added
for comparison- 	 c
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is an estimated fit, using not only the datum points
but also the slope of —2 a! D ? 2 kill as parameters.
Strom and Fielder's findin g
 that crater densit y is
higher outside Tycho than inside is now confirmed
for diameters larger than those used by them.
Figure 2 shows the data for Aristarchus. Among
craters larger than 125 in diameter, all counts for
\ristarchus fall above those of Tycho Howcver, at
smaller diameters the curv y has a significantl y differ-
ent hcha\ ior. testifying again to the density it et_'ulari-
ties among the craters of D — 100 m in \ arious
rcaions. Aristarchus is found to ha%c a rclati\c crater
density of U.3 kkith 21 0% estimated P.E.
Copernicus presents a ill, -e complicated prob-
lem because of its modified interior. apparently partly
flooded and p:ppercd \%ith volcanic structures. For
this reason, separate cotuus were made on the walls
in an effort to obtain data less affected by the pres-
ence of non-impact craters. Fi gure 3 presents this
data. Copernicus is found to have a relative crater
density of 0.5. %%ith 30'(' estimated P.E. The exterior
crater density. as In the case of Tycho, is larger than
the interior crater density.
3. Volrc)tistn in Copernicrr.s
Figures 4-7 illustrate several features of the
Coperni,us door indicative of extensive volcanic
activity. These includc structures which match in
morphology both finder cone y and rimless collapse
caldrras. Many of the pits are closely clustered,
again suggesting volcanism.
The normal lunar nutria. which iack abundant
cinder cones and calder ,,. appear to be fluid basalt
flows on the basis of both mot phology (Kuiper 1965)
and chemistry (Turkc^ich. et al. 1967). The defi-
ciency of cinder cones and kilometer-scale calderas
is probably correlated with the fluid nature of the
lunar flcxtd basalts ( Kitintann 1902). The floor of
Copernicus, on the other hand. is closer in form to
many terrestrial volcanic fields. The Pinacate field
of Sonora. Mexico. for example. is about 40 km
across t compared with 50 km for the Copernicus
flour ) ,,. ith central peaks, calderas ( up to D — 1.6
km ), tuff rinLs. and scattered cinder cones. Fimire R
illustrates some of these features. The "crater den-
sity" of Pinacate calderas, rings, and cones combined
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100
Fix. ? Crater diameter distribution for
Copernicus. The Tycho and Aristarchus
curses are added for comparison. The curve
with the short dashes. based on the solid
data points, indicates the inferred disti:bu-
tion for primary impacts. The cone with
the long dashes includes id/ craters (open
data poin,0, m:In% of which are e%identl\
endogenic or due to secondary impacts.
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runs within an order of ma g nitude of the combined
crater density, less suspected impacts, oil 	 C'oper-
nicus floor at all diameters charted in Figure 3.
Again, Figure 9 illustrates a rimless collapse pit
characteristic of the Hawaiian shield volcano, Kila-
uea. The late volcanism in Copernicus may well
have been less fluid than the mare volcanism, with
less volatile content, i.e. more like terrestrial shield
volcanoes than like flood bw alts.
It is concluded that the floor of Copernicus ini-
tially resembled the floor of Tycho, and then began
to be blanketed, reaching and passing all
 
state exemplified b y Aristarchus, and that at
some stage, about a third of the floor was flooded
by mare material during a period of volcanic activity.
This material did not conic from outside, as the
C'opemicus wall is nowhere breached. but probably
was aided in its rise from the moon's interior by the
subsurfa.c brccciation and fracturing resulting from
the Copernicus impact. The matked slumping and
terracing of the Copernicus wall, may have aided by
this activity. and in fact may be directly duc to set-
tling to conserve the volume of the cstruded lava.
Further, since crater walls define zone markedl y out
of isostatic adjustment. faulting and lava extrusion
around walls and the ed ges of crater floors is not
uncvpectal.
4. Conclusions
The results for the three craters studied are com-
HTICLI with other areas in Figurc 10. Tycho appears
to be the youngest structure of its size on the moon.
The volcanism in Copernicus explains the rapid rise
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f iv. 4 (inLIcr cone-like stnicturc t*n the tlo(ir of (opernicus. Ot icnteJ %! ith li g ht frt,in ;!bo%c ()i hitci photo graph courtesy
NASA.
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Fiv. S Breached cinder cone-like Ni ucturc on the floor of Copernicus. Oriented %%ith li ght iron above. Orbiter photograph
courtetiv NASA.
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hit. h Apparent iimleu coll,ip,c pit on the flour of ( opernicu,. 0 ienteil ^%ith light front
	 Orbiter photogr;,ph
cnurtcs% NASA.
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I it , . 7	 %pparcrit primary impact cralcr I note raised t in). :etl ri-. r:r. %) cf. Fichlcr an C  (iur,l in Ibis %olumc of ( urrrit. LPL.
Urit.wed «ith li ght from above. Oibirer photograph co,Irtey \
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in Figure 10 of craters of l) < 2 knt relative to the
density in Tycho or Aristarchus; many of these hrc-
tomrter-scale craters must he cndogenic. Figure 10
contains support for a speculation in paper I, based
in turn on a suggestion by Kuiper. Strom and
LcPoole ( 1966), that the size distribution for pri-
mary impact craters continues at a slope of about
2. g raduall y
 steepenin g , well below the D = 2 km
limit to as little as D -- 250 m. That is, in Tycho
and Aristarchus. \%here the crater density is very
low and etlnt'LlMillitllon b\ still Nounger secondaries
or volcanic hits is minimal, the Cur v es retain a low
Slope, but in Copernicus and the stare it is already
quite steep at D = I knt because of non-impact con-
tamination. The former beha\ior %% a ,, fpu ill in paper
I for craters (in the \;all of Alphonsus. but not on
its flooded floor.
Absolute ages may be estimated on the basis of
previous models of the crater i ng rate and the age
TAHLI I
Act SC:\LI
RII All y l EsflMAltU
( ' NAll g 	 I)I \sll\' Lgt'IVAHK. A".
"Pure" Uplands 30 4.5 ( 10 1+ ) yr
Average Nfare 1.00 4	 ( 109 ) yr
Copernicus 0.5 2	 110' 1 ) yr
Aristarchus 0.3 1	 1 10") yr
Tvrho 0.1 -	 l 10`) yr
Oldest Martian 4	 (10 11 ) yr
('raters'
• the compatibility of the Martian cr.Ner age, with the expeoed
formation epoch ,,r the staman surface supports the other value.., given
here (cf. I.M. Comm. 651. Recently rcporled nlcreaus in the number
ofPlartian crater cnun,cd on irpnke-vJ Manner photograph y can
only pu.h the age further hack toward 4.7 x 1a • yr.
of the maria. as estimated in current literature. Vari-
ous LPI_ publications, including my own, have
argued ( for a number of reasons including thermal
histories of meteorites, meteorite fluxes, and analysis
of Martian craters) that the mare age is approxi-
mately 4 x 10" yr and that the post-mare cratcring
rate has gradually increased with time, so that it is
no\\ of
 the order of twice its a%ertwc post-mare value
( for a detailed model, see Hartmann and Hartmann
1968). Further defense of these conclusions is beyond
the scope of this paper. On the basis of these infer-
cnces, ages can be assigm-cl to the Tycho, Aristar-
chus, and Copernicus on the basis of the observed
crater densities, and these ages are reported in Table
I .
Although T:.thlc I gives the interpretation fav-
ored here, it should be noted titan an alternative
interpretation holds that the cratcring rate is roughly
ten times hieher than that inferred front
because of it component that does not sur-
vive passage in the earth', atino ,, phel'e ( Shoemaker.
private conununnication ). and that the maria are
only about '_ x 10" yr old, the cratcring rate hw ing
been nearl y constant ,nice the beg innin g . According
to this model the ages of the three craters (and the
Martian features ) are only about 1 20 of the values
in Tahlc I. or e\en less. Such values already have
born su ggested at Surveyor news confrrcnces ( e.g.
:m age of "one million years ... 500 times younger
thae that of the lunar maria" -- A\'iation Week. 88,
1^. 17 ) .
Slleh lo\\ ages are not supported by considcra-
tions of terrestrial inll%MS.'I he bod y \\high formed
Tycho \\'as probably of the order of 10 1 ' or 10 1 ' gm
mass. on the hasis of craici in g theory . Even if it were
comctary, with densit y I gm/crn", and velocit y as
hi g h as 40 lent; sec, it must have had a diameter
:xcecding 2 knt. The compression \\a ye velocit y in
lake ice is 3.4 km; scc (it alur appro\irnatcly valid
for man y materials). indicatinu, that the shock wa\c
generated as the holide struck the atmosphere would
propagate throu g h it in about a second ( \% bile heat-
in g effects. etc. \\ould necessaril y take lonecr). But
s^rcc most deceleration occurs below 40 km height
(Heide 1964), a 4() km ,cc bolide would strike the
ground by the time its rear portion received a signal
Urtt it had struck the atmosphere. Slo,ver projectiles
wouI6 still have only it seconds: to break up, and
the ablative effects \\ould be less. Hcide ( 1964) esti-
mates that at 40 kit scc. it 10' t gm mass would lose
onh 32"; of its mass. and hence much lar g er masses
\could survive intact, consistent \ y ith the above.
Thrrcfore, even comctary bolides large enough to
create Tycho would survive to strike the earth's sur-
face. and if Tycho's age were only 10 7 years there
should be several examples of 80 km astroblemcs of
such youthfulness rnt the earth's continents, which
is not the case.
The preferred value of 2 x 10` years would lead
to it orcdiction of several Tvrho-sized craters on
earth formed in this time span. but in this case, few
or none would be observable because of erosion and
major cycles of p rogeny. Of possible large candidates
for astroblemcs, the Rieskessel is 2 x 10 7 \cars old
( hill onl y 23 km in diameter). and Clearwater Lakes
(26, 31 km). Manicouagan (65 km), Sudbury (48
km ). and Vredefort Ring ( 40 kin ) are all I  years
old or older, in support of our conclusion.
The conclusion that Tycho, Aristarchus, and
Copernicus are about 0.2, 1, and 2 x 10 11 years old,
154	 WILLIAM h. II\kIAIANN
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/ i,i:. N < ollarc craters, cinder cone , . and lava flows on flanks of I l inacatc hicld volcano, Sonora, NIc\ico ( photo h) k I aidley).
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l ic. 10 Summary of crater counts for three young lunar craters compared %kith other type-areas. Note approximate
parallelism at 1) > 2 km with it .lope of shout —2. and varying slope% fur 1) c '_ I.m,, apparently due to admixtures of cn.lo-
genic craters anJ secondary impacts.
respectively, raises problems about their ray sys-
tcros. Hapke's ( 1165) conclusion that exposure to
the solar wind causes darkening of the lunar surface
in sonic IU' years would appear to account not only
for the uniform and unique colorimctry of the moon,
both in file visual ( flapke 1965 ) and infrared ( Bin-
der, ('ruikshank, and Hartmann 1965; Wattson and
I iapke 1966; Cruikshank 196n ) but also loss of rays
among the older ray -craters. A longer ray - lifetime
than ! W, yt. -s is not a qualitative problem, since
Haokc him^clf pointed out that the nu• teoritic flux
causes a turnover of the uppermost microns of the
lunar surface in about Ill' years. l hits. it ray
deposit (of depth < 10 m; Kuiper, et al. 1965,
p. 61 ) should last considerably longer than the dark-
ening time. However. the implication of the present
15 (1	 WILLIAM K. HARINIANN
work is that more tii em 10" years, i.e. 10 1 turnover-
timcs, is required to erase rays. One might expect the
surface Ia ycrN to hr Naturated with darkened material
more rapidly.
['his suggcst> that radiation-darkening is neither
the principal nor the only agent destroving rays.
Prohahly the rays o%rc much of Ihcir hrighUlcss to
stllall particle size rclalke to background particles;
i.e. they are finely pukciiic: rock cjecta. l!icrcforc.
It requires nol mere turnover of the upper micron,
or millimeters of Nurfacc, but thorough surface mix-
ing of the ray deposit anti background fragr.,cntal
Layer, with preferential huryinc of the fine particics,
to destroy a ray. [Moreover, the relevancy of radia-
tion-darkening has been ealicd into question b y two
obscry ations 1 I he difli•:ulty of alloiding oil dis-
coloration in the irradiatIt ' ll experiments, and 2 I the
observation that the uppermost surface layers of the
moon arc li> htcr, not uarkcr, than the subsurfae.:;
Gault. ct al. 19071. Mixing to a depth of I col,
1411 ieicnt to bury the small particles. require; a period
of the order of 3 x 10 !1 years at the present 1-lonibaid-
mcrlt rate, and thms this model is compm i lle with
our dcri ycd crater ages.
It is eoneludl • d that the ages of the three craters
studied are essentially as given in Table 1: that
Copernicus displays a number of familiar volcanic
structures oil floor; that the diameter spectrum of
primary inlpct craters does not rise IN Nlccply at
D - 2 kill as the observed srectrum of all craters in
the Maria: and that the dcri ycu crater ages are con-
sistent N% iih a model %y hich holds that file rays arc
finel y pukcrizeel material hcing mi\rd %kith the back-
g round material and hence rendered invisible in a
time period of the order 3 x Ill" years.
Ae •knurvlrel,^nievrts. I thank R. G. Strout and G.
Fielder for making much of their raw data available
before publication for comparison %%ith my own. and
G. P. Kuiper for helpful discussions. This work was
supported by a I t niversity of Arizona NSF Institu-
tional ( g rant and NASA Grant NsG 101-01.
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No. 120 STATISTICS OF CENTRAL PEAKS IN LUNAR CRATERS
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ABSTRACT
Statistics of central peaks are drawn from the large catalog, "The System of Lunar Craters." Only about 3'' of all cata-
loged craters have peaks (cf. Tahlc 3): this value is much smaller than has be-_m previously reported. However, the percent-
age of craters tkith observed central peaks increases marl edlN Stith size and approaches 100' for undamaged critters of
diameter 70km and larger (cf. 1 ig. '-). Young (undamaged) craters have peals more frequently than older craters.
M
, Donald (1931) and Yount (1940) initiatedt 
modern statistical studies of lunar crater
heights, depths, and diameters. This paper intends
to improve the statistical data on the occurrence of
central peaks in lunar craters.
As a compiler of the catalo g. "The System of
Lunar Craters" (Arthur. et. al. 1963, 1964, 1965,
1966 ), the author was responsible for determining
whi • h of the approximatcl} 17.000 entries possessed
a central peak. This decision was based on the exami-
nation of the original prints of the Photographic
Lunar Atlas (Kuiper, et. al. 1960) and newer pho-
tography, including the Ran gcr `7. 8, and 9 records.
(Orbiter photographs had not yet been obtained
when the catalog was completed. ) Each of the cen-
tral peaks was classified as "weak" or strong." and
..single" or "multiple." Classification was qualita-
tive: the category for each peak depended on its
hei g ht, brightness, and size relative to the crater
diameter. The catalog was put on punch cards and
the IBM 407 accounting machine of the University
of Arizona was used to sort central peak data with
respect to 3L, er crater parameters.
'I he data in "The System of Lunar Craters" were
used to determine what percentage of craters ha\c
central—peaks, and how such central-peak craters
differ from craters without peaks. Some of the 17,385
craters in the catalog were so small that it was impos-
sible to cictermine if thc} had a peak. Likewise some
craters were so near the limb that the detection of
central peaks was unreliahle. lo avoid these selec-
tion effects are included in tht , vtrrtistics onh' those
(raters With diameter U larger than IOkin, and whose
centers svere 70 ur less f runt the re►ttrr of the moon's
fare. Within these limits only 6.8%r of the lunar cra-
ters on the earthward hemisphere have rental peaks.
(Only 3 %n of all craters, D ^_- 3.5km. have peaks.)
This may appear a startling result, for even a poor
photo graph will show many central peak craters:
Copernicus, Aristillus, Tycho, Bullialdus, etc. In-
deed, Goodacre ( 1931 ) found that 19.2 %n of lunar
craters have central peaks, in close agreement with
Young's ( 1940 ) percentage of 21.1. Recently Bald-
win ( 1963 ) compiled central-peak statistics from
a sample of 3 d2 craters and concluded that 68% of
craters larger than 8km have central peaks. This
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Fig. I Compariwn of lllamP.er diNu ibUtion from the cata-
log, used in this paper, and that used in an earlier analysis
of central peak statistics.
exceptionally high percentage is not representative,
as may t„ seen by comparing the diameter distribu-
tion of 342 craters with the distribution of
diameters in "The System of Lunar Craters." Figure
I shows that Roldnin's sample is biased in favor of
prominent, named craters lamer than 20knt. Simi-
larly, the search for central peaks by members of the
British Astronomical Association, reported by Good-
acre, included "generally those ;craters) of large
diameters," so that his sample was not representative
of the entire population of craters either. Young
stated the diameter interval for his central peak
statistics: 21.1 % of 1 126 craters between 16 and
208krn, and 35.4% of 209 craters between 54 and
208km. At approximately the same intervals the
values front System of Lunar Craters" statistics
are 10% and 25% respectively. The difference is
clue to Young's sampling procedure: he includer'
onl y craters conspicuous enough to warrant desig-
nations. Such craters are usuall y large or fresh look-
ing and frequently possess central peaks.
Each crater in " Hie System of Lunar Craters"
was classified on a I to 5 scale according to the
sharpness and completeness of its rim. Class-I cra-
ters have very sharp, complete rims, while craters
whose rims are either hlurred or broken are classed
as 2 or 3. Ruins are class-4 objects, and class-5 is
restricted to ehost craters and other structures so
battered or fragmentary that they are not easily rec-
ognizable as former craters.
/n Figure 2 the oer( enlage of central -peak cra-
ters of each class is plotted against crater diameter.
It is fount; that:
( I ) The probability of a crater possessing it cen-
tral peak increases with di;uneter.
(2) nor any diameter interval, the perccrtmage of
peaks in class-I craters is greater than for
class-2 craters; the percentage cf peaked
class-2 craters is greater than class-3; etc.
(3) In each class of craters the percentage of
peakedness reaches a nuaxinrtttn at a par-
ticular diameter and then remains nearly
constant for larccr diameters. Above 90km
there is it decrease in the percentage
..f central peaks for classes'_. 3, and 4. At
th •se lar_ec diameters, unless a crater is
relatively "new," it has suffered the overlap
of man y newer craters which may in some
cases have obliterated th • peak. There is
no decrease for class I. and the falloff for
class 2 is small.
(4) For all craters irrespective of class the max-
imum percentage of central peaks (30 1-e- )
is reached at about 00km. This disagrees
ith Tvurk's finding ( Sharonov 1964 ) that
the maximum frequency of central peaks
occurs at 2^ to 30km.
H' the classification series 1 to 5 indeed repre-
sents an age sequence (with class-I craters being
the most recent ), and if most of the craters are due
to a single I)roceFS of formation, the implication of
(2) could he that craters are nornntll y formed with
peaks, but the peaks are destroyed \y ith time. Al-
ternatively, peak formation ma y have been less likely
carl y in lunar historv.
I able I presents data hearing on these hypoth-
eses. The ratio of "weak" to "strong' peaks is found
to increase with the age of c •roters (class). This again
suggests that weak peaks may have formed as strong
peaks which have been "eroded" or that peak for-
mation was favored during the "class-1" period of
lunar history . Further, since crater classification is
determined by rim sharpness. this result suggests
that peak age is highly correlated with crater age.
Using fewer data. Fielder ( 1965 ) found that
the ratio of weak to strong peaks u as not correlated
with crater class and concluded th-d "erosion" has
not been an c(fcctivc peak destro y ing agent. While
this conclusion is not confirmed here, Fielder's ob-
servation that both weak and strong peaks occur in
craters of various ages is accepted.
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CLASS WEAK STRONG RATIO
1 36 20 1.8
2 124 65 1.9
3 120 45 2.7
4 38 12 3.3
5 8 1 8.0
TABLE Ill
CRATER TYPE
Post-mare
Ante-mare
Continental
TOTAL CRATERS	 CP CRATERS
2039 or 1 1.7%	 60 or 12.3 %n
964 or 5.5	 26 or 5.3
14382 or82.7	 403 or 82.6
% CP
CRATERS
- 2.9
2.7
18
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S% , trmatic trends in central peak frequency as a function of "class," based on crater preservation.
Statement ( I ) is not unexpcctcd. If craters were
formed by impact. the depth of brccciation would be
proportional to crater diameter. If peaks are the re-
sult of volcanic activity they would be formed only
if the fracture zone under the crater extended to an
area of n1aunma; hence large craters i,%ith their deeper
zones of brccciation should have a greater percent-
age of central peaks than small craters. Similarly if
peaks are thought to be rebound structures, the like-
lihood of peak formation would increase with the
strength of the initial explosion. and hence crater
diameter. If peaks were uplifted following gravita-
tional Slumping of rim natcri,-1 onto the crater floor,
this effect also would be more pronounced if the
initial explosion were greater, and the crater, larger
and deeper.
The percentage of multiple central peak.v varies
only slightly with class, being 25%, 20%c, 21 %r, and
2Vr' for classes I. 2. 3. and 4 plus 5. This indicates
that sin g le and multiple central peaks were produced
in about the same ratio throughout lunar history.
However, the multiplicity of peaks is correlated with
crater diameter as Table I I shows.
TABLE 1
RATIO OF WEAK TO STRONG PEAKS
Tablc III compares the statistics of central-peak
craters with those of all craters in "The System of
Lunar Craters" for dillercnt age groups or 'back-
g rounds." The fi gures indicate that the fraction of
central-peak craters is uniform in different areas.
However, this iahlc does not have as much interpre-
tivc value as Fig. in terms of lunar history. be-
cause all craters in the catalog were used (D
3.5km instead of the previous D ^-- 10 km ). This
dilutes the sample with small, non-CP craters, and
the percenta ge of CP craters drops from the 7%
found earlier to onl y
 3% for all craters in the cata-
log It LIOCS appear, however. that craters with cen-
tral peaks do not have a unique location, age, or
node of formation. There may be a spread of ages,
ccntrai peaks being most connon in craters formed
during the mare-forming epoch or early post-mare
tine (i.e. including most class-I craters as found
from Figure 2).
TABLE 11
DIAMETI R INURYAL	 Mi MILE CENTRAL PEAKS
	
0- 50 km	 16
	
50-I00 km	 34
	
100-150 km
	
37
	
150-200 km
	 75
160
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No. 121 LUNAR VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS NEAR ARISTARCHUS
by W. K. HARTMANN AND D. H. HARRIS
July 26, 1968
ABSTRACT
The characteristics of five glowing spots observed near Aristarchus by Greenacre, et. al. (and of simila: glows reported
by He-:.,: el) are shown to he :ompatible with moderate-sized eruptions of molten material. Orbiter photocraphs of the area
show that a: least three of the sites occur near well-defined lava flows, and either open rifts or cone-like structures. None of
the sites contains volcanic structures so anomalous or fresh-looking as to be identified as products of a :963 eruption. Never-
theless, it appears probahle that the 1961 events were volcanic eruptions, probably including "fire fountains.-
i
A
A
report by the Aeronautical Chart and Informa-
tion Center (ACIC 1964) and an additional
paper by Greenacre (1965 ) describe the 1963 ob-
servations, by ACIC observers, of transient red spots
near Aristarchus. On October 30, 1963, Greenacre
and Barr saw three colored spots in the Aristarchus
region, indicated as areas 1, 2 and 3 in our Figure I.
The spots were seen in the 24-inch visual refractor of
the Lowell Observatory for about 20 minutes. On
November 28, 1963, with the same. instrument
Greenacre, Barr, Dungan. and ( Lowell Observatory
Director) Hall observed one or possibly two colored
spots, 4 and 5, with the more prominent. 4, con-
firmed by Boyce at the nearby 69-inch rellector of
the Perkins Observatory.
The salient features of the phenomena were: ( 1 1
estimated intensity of the spots, varying between 5
and 25 percent fainter than the normal background;
(2) colors, described in varying instances and at
various tines, as "reddish-orange," "light ruby-red,"
..pinkish." and "pinkish-red," at times "quite brilli-
ant; (3 1 a "sparkhn)," appearance in some cas,:s,
6th barely resolved Alowmvard flowing motion;"
(4) durations, from discovery to disappearance, of
20 and 75 minutes and; ( 5 ) "deep violet" or "blue"
hares that formed inside and partially circled Aris-
tarchus persisting for about an hour, obscuring and
dimming the floor several hours after each observa-
tion of red shots.
In an attempt to confirm his visual observations
on November 28, 1963 Greenacre took photographs
of the area on Panalomic-X SO 136 emulsion using
the Lowell 24-inch refractor, and observed visually
with the 12-inch guide instrument. Neither set of
observations showed any evidence of the color phe-
nomena. The film used, SO 136 (Greenacre, 1968 ),
is sensitive to longer wavelengths than the eye. We
be:ievc that the hlack -and -white film, by virtue of
this red sensitivity, probably compensated for the
relatively decreased integrated visual brightness of
file spots- rendering the spots undetectahle.
All of these observations appear to be qualita-
tively consistent with the expected appearance of
partially-resolved volcanic eruptions. We have there-
fore attempted to test this idea by calculating the
visibility of an asSlttled lunar volcanic eruption and
by studying the regions of reported events on high-
resolution Orbiter photographs.
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Fi,v. I Aristarchus, Herodotu., and a portion of Schriiter's Vallc\. shoving the locations of the ttve Flagsiall red spots. num-
hered in order of appearance. Urhim IV photo, courtesy NASA.
One can test the Cruption hypothesis by calcul:tt-
ing the area of hot I;!\a rcyuircd to pruducc the oh-
scrvcd phenomenon. I hk requires knowlcdge of the
light flu\ from the observed red spots. In the cntp-
tion hypothesis, the Ilu\ at the earth front the spot,,
would he due to the "lava." pluN reflected Nur;liLht
front unresoI%ed adjacent area ,,. Thus Id\a ctu lit ions
alone can only add to the hackground intensity. yet
GrecnacrC ( 1908 ) reports IIi;;I the spots were fainter
than the normal hackground. A typical spot was area
mother 4, on the exterior rim of Aristarchus. %,,here
the average of Grecnacre's cstinratcs is a deficit of
15% relative to the background. Therefore, we as-
sume that obscuring material was present over the
"lava." This is conNistcnt with observations of ter-
restrial lava eruptions, where eruptions are frc-
yuently accompanied by large yu:uttities of obscur-
ing agents ranging in dimension Irom molecular to
cinder-size. The Aristarchus observations give Nome
evidence for the presence of obscuring material.
First, there is the violet haie which dinuned and
obscured the floor of Aristarchus several (tours after
each color phcnumcnon and second is (irccnacrc's
1 ACIC 1904 ) report of "sparkling" which he later
11905 ) dcscrihes as due to motion of hard\ rcsolvcd
white, bright spots, with rltr imeir.vilP of the atljacevu
nm./nal.vnrfaT, moving downhill inside the colored
regions. - I hesc could have been :trcas of normal sur-
I'acc visible throu g h breaks in the obscurin g material.
-I he violet haze and bright spots might he used to
argue for gas-hornc smoke, although such smoke
would be hrightcr than the dark lunar surface and
in art y caNC should rapidl y dissipate. I Sunlit clouds
obscuring eruptions «t lialcmaumau I\k KH-June.
.lily, 19681 ,trongly scattered blur light. noticeahly
reddening transmitted light, but were generally
brighter than the dark \olcanic background.)
Most satisfying as an obscuring agent would he
it fountain or cncloNing "cloud" of particles. Small
particles would he lavored on the moon hecausc of
the diflcrcncc hctwccn vapor preo%ttre and anthient
pressure and because of the \iolcnt frothing action
of crupicd nratcrial, The smoke-sizcd particleN pro
dUCLd hN' condensation would he the most efliciCnt
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use of mailable ma„ in producin g ,eaticrini: and
ub,curaI it) it. Interparticle ,hadott, ;unong the dark
rapidl y coolimp, pa licic, tsouhl contrihute Ili the
Clark dI , pcarancc of the rc,l poi,. 14lack-and-Mike
and color plates accompanyin g ( nom. L.P.1... 3.
No. 49 ( Kmper 1905 ) arc instructive to this regard.
It can he ,ccn that the glowing rrtl fountain of Ima
and cColin10 cinder, appear, nu hrighlcr than the
background rucks in the hack-anti-white photo-
graphs.
1 1 t+c a„ante for purposes of calculation the ,int-
I1Ic,t niodcl. t,ith neutral absorption front particles
of alhedo similar to the hack ground. anti ttith a luvv
optical depth. then the light front the red ,puts could
be a mi\lure of unlight from the
surface and once ah,orhed hlackhodv radiation from
the "lava.” For a transmi„ion of the obscuring
••cloud • ' of 67 r ; (comparable to the terrestrial each
'I Npot observed to he 15 -: fainter than the back-
ground (spot 4l would has p lherntal radiation (from
lava over an nndocrntincd fraction of the area)
amountin g to 61% of the ordinaril y reflected sun-
li g ht. usin g the photometry of (ichrels. Coffeen, and
(h+ings ( 1964) we find the ordinary background
intensity is 4.7 mag ' (arc ,ec ) - . Thus the intensity
of the unobscured lava is 5.2 ,tcllar ma gnitude', per
arc second ,yuare. As twill he see;,. the conclusions
of this paper ;trc not cmr-entcly scn,iiivc to the un-
ccrtaint y
 of this c,timate.
Gwen the intensity of the •• lava” we may calcu-
late the area required to produce that intensity. This
calculation ntay he made by contpaling the visual in-
trn,itirs of the 14111 and file spot,. Lct.
F — visual flux at the observer (ergs cot=sec),
T — temperature of radiating ,urface ( K I.
u — absorptivity of the radiating ,urfacc.
(— fraction of the flux at all \vavclenLths vki-
Me to thy_ eye.
.1 — area of vi,ihle radiating surface (cnr 1.
m — apparent visual ma gnitude of the entire
source.
r = distance of source (cm I.
C = solar constant ( ergs cm-sec ),
;utd Iet the ,uh,cripts L. Q , and rt refer to "lava."
moon, and ,un. Then the ratio F, 10 given by
(m (D -m,.) can he also expressed in terms of AL
and C. Solving for A,. gives
A,	 rr=QC	 f0 10"' m rn t , t .	 1 11(rPr. ar. cos 4 /r.	 o-
1;^ t
s	 c ^II
;^	 l
,1m
^	 11^
/ ic.:	 I Iced d %i hrutcr's Vatic) White lines lie just out-
side the hounduries of the red ,lxits as mapped by A( I(
11964 1. Orbiter V photo, Cuurlcsy NASA.
The ,ular constant. the sun', magnitude, and the
moon', distance arc Ncl! knottn. Values for the
ten.pertture% of erupting terrestrial lavas are in the
range 1300-1700 K (Rittntann 1960). For cun-
vcnience we assume I t - 151i() K (because We
hulontctric correction is available ) \\ c tak-  the ah-
sorptivity, a,, of the volcanic material to he 0.80.
The ratio Ip I, is just the r;:tio of the inverse bolo-
1
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the tau %tteal.% • on the rite. ate thtce fi%utre%. Orbitcr V photo. coultcy NAN 1
metric correction% at 5751) K, and i% here t:ll,en to
be 350 ( Allen 19(0). "it)  find the ilmcmmtudc of the
Ia\a, ve intcgratc file Illlell%II% 15.2 mag (are
%col mer the area. again taking %lxll 4 is repre-
%entative. The area i% 4-1 ( arc sec ) . yielding a nlag-
nitudc, nt,, of 3.7. 'l he smaller %rots were typically
t^ko to three link. %miller. %%ith a somewhat higher
' urfacc brightness.
It is of %ontc interest Owt this calculation of the
v •.ignttude of the %ource in the Flagstaff observa-
titim comes %cry clo%e to the estimalc of -4th magni-
tude" made by ficrsehcl when llc obs,mcd Mint he
thought was a volcanic eruption on the unifluminated
moon near Arislarchu% ( Middlchursl 1904 ).
Sub%tuutinp the alxt%r %slue% into equation ( I ).
Ike deri%c all of about K. I ( Ill" ) col : , con)para-
ble to a square 0.4 3,n1 rtn a side of ,glom rote material
I his comUwtc% all fraction -if the ob
%cr%cd area and i% entirely acceptable a% a din)cnsion
of an cruption. Area ,, of 1 1) historic flow. in 111awaii
tabul:-tcd by Stearn% 114661 range from 5 hn)' to
411 hill . and fire fountaim there :on)n-onls reach
1,ilonlcicr %talc in length killmann ( 1462 ) note%
that the Icelandic fl%%ure eruption of 17X3 wa% 25 lm
long, at it neat be comp:ucd with the "%treats • ' on
file Ari%tarchus rim.
I he oh%cr%cd area of %rtlf J wa% about IN tm'
Literally interpreted, our result %uggcsts tha: a small
Lt'\%R VOIXANI( - FRUPI MNS Ns ; :1R ARISTARC[ILIS
fraction (about -l t _ 1 ; ) of the colored area was
actually covered by slowing material. However. it
must be noted that chanties in the assumed tempera-
ture (within the ranee 1 300 to 1700 h ) cause large
chan ges in hoth the luminosity and the bolonictric
correction ratio. Such changes. along %%ith the uncet
taint; in the unobscured bri ghtness, g i y c our area
calculation an uncertainty of about a factor of 10.
The calculated dimensions could thus cover a range
comparable to that observed oil We conclude
simpl y that the calculation demonstrates the com-
patihility of the reported observation with a volcanic
eruption on the moon. The other areas as mentioned
above were generally smaller and more intense, al-
though spot 3 is comparahle in area to spot 4 but
less promincot (only 5"; below background inten-
sity ). All of the observed areas appear to be com-
p:ttihle ai,h lava eruptions.
In view o; thisconclus ion it is important to search
the Orbiter photographs of i`t: region for evidence
of rcce-tt v,)l= anic activity.
Figures 2 and 3 show in greeter detail the red
spot areas. The spot positions shown have been care-
fully transferrd fr.ita the ACIC ( 1904 ) map of the
events. We hclie yc the positions are accurate to
within two kilometers (tile marked houndaries in
Figures 2 &nd 3 lie just outside the edges of the
reported spots I .
Area 2 occurs in a 3km crater-like depression
ne, r the rim of 4 scarp (as shown by Orbiter stcrCo
views). Neither this aria nor the doubtful area ( 5 )
on the rim of Schriiter's valley chow any distinctive
or dia gmostic volcanic structures.
Area 1. on the other hand. contains an unusual
and distinctive dome-Shaped hill with a summit pit.
This structure lies at the apparent source of the
"ttihia. bri ght" spots (see above) which had the
"flowintt motion." Greenacre and Barr (ACIC 1904;
Greenacrc 1965) noted the feature's dome-like shape
w hich has been confirmed using Orbiter stereo views.
I he dome is gently sloped, not as steep as a terres-
ti ial cinder cone. and is part of a larger ridge ex-
tending N IX-SE. The rim of the sunimit pit appears
to he the hi ghest point oil the ridge. To the north-
east (the direction of the flo%king motion of the
..small. bright. white spots") lies a complex of fea-
tures reminiscent of flows and fl ^w channels. Figure
4 shows the area in detail.
Areas 3 and 4 were described as "Streaks" and
parallel the crest of the Aristarchus rim on either
side. -flit, Orbiter photographs show that this part
of the rim is broken by :hrec radial fissures connect-
165
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11.. J Dome and Ilo.v stcictires associaicd %with spot I
The donee is marked in the margin
ing unusually clear flows that run down the outer
^ sjuthwcst) wail ( see Figure 5 1. the three open fis-
sures, thou g h perpendicular to the length of the red
streak.;, lie on a line parall el to the streaks.
Area 3, on the inner rim, did not show the (low-
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r
ins n1011011 that rharaCtrriird spots 1 .:nd ". It con-
sisted rather of ind j vidual "pink streaks" paralleling
the numerous concentric scarps and stepped faults of
the wall's inner slope. In contrast, spot 4 was de-
scribed as a "pinkish-red streak" with a "more in-
tcnse reddish-orange" spot .. near the southern ex-
trcntit}." A complex of flows lies in the later area
1 Fieure 5 I.
Of the four well established red spots, then, three
appeal to be associated with structures of unusual
nature. We infer that these structures, a low cone,
flows, and fissures, are volcanic. The flow structures
are obvious, with well defined boundaries, and ap-
pear similar to terrestrial lava flows. It has Ion_ been
suspected that dome-shaped structures on the moon
are volcanic, there :s striking similarity to low cones
and small shield volcanoes on the earth.
Further interpretation becomes somewhat sub-
jective. It is perhaps surprising that none of the
structures appears unusual] ,, fresh. ^1 e cannot claim
detection of any structure that appears onl y five
years c1d. nor do we find any hig hly discolored spots
(althou , h the area of the cone in area 1 appears
somewhat darker than the surroundings). For these
reasons we suspect that tl , e 1963 events did not de-
posit any great volumes of material. Ralhc . a brief
fire-fountain type of pyroclastic eruption might
widely disperse cinders and ash (especially on the
moon). producing a visible flare without noticeably
deforming the surface. The expected small particle
size, discussed above, ma y also contribute to a fresh
deposit's anon,:nity.
We conclude that the Flagstaff obs:-rvations al-
most certainly represent volcanic eruptions on the
moon, that at least three of the four definite red
spots can be shown to have occurred in areas of dem-
onstrable past volcanic activity, and that the 1963
eruptions were probably genetically associates' wjih
these older vents. It should not be inferred that this
evidence establishes the volcanic origin of larver
associated features, such as Aristarchus. While many
local structures, e.g. Schr6ter's valley, sinuous rillcs,
and the many domes and flows are undoubtedly en-
dui_,enocs, the rims of larger craters (of whatever
origin) would he expected sites of eruptive activity
because of know n slump faulting, subsurface breccia-
tion, and maxiniiied isotatic instability (especially if
the region is already tectonically active).
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by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
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No. 122 MINOR PLANETS. I. THE ROT;ITION OF VESTA`
b y THOMAS GLHREI-S
July 17. 1967
ABSTRACT
A set of 13 light curves for 4 Vesta was obtained hemeer. November 1958 and May 1959. The set is compared kith light
c,.rvts observed in 1950 , by H. L. Johnson), in 1952 ( 1). L. Hanis), in 1954 (L. Binnendijk ). and 1967 (this paper). 'the
speed as well as the sense of rotation are derived from the effect of aspect change on the apparent rotational period ( "pho-
tometric astromcu-N - ). The rotation is direct, the true period is 5 111- 0m 31 665 (+0}01)3 p.c.). anti the ecliptic longitude and
latitude of the north pole are 126' (±5° ) and +65° (±4° ). Vesta differs from the other asteriods in that its light cure has
only one maximum and one minimum. indicating a neam spherical shape for Vesta ttith a darker. and slighll} blue,-. region
on one side. The brightness-phase function shows a nonlinear increase near opposition ( "opposition effect" ). The colors B-V
and U-B increase with the orbital phase angle (reddening with phase).
W
1. Observations
P
HOTOELECTRIC observations of Vesta have been
made by Hall (1940), Giclas (1951), Stephenson
(1951), CufTev (1953), Johnson and Barris (Groeneveld
and Kuiper 195•.), Binnendijk (unpublished), Haupt
(1958), and Chang and Chang (1962). The previous
work is inconclusive, especially as to whether Vesta's
light curve has one or two maxima. Therefore, Vesta
was observed during 13 nights in 1958/59, and an
additional light curve was obtained in 1967. The• sense
of rotation and the true period of rotation are deter-
mined in Secs. II-IV. In Sec. V, the light curves are
intercompared in order to obtain the brightness-phase
relations at three wavelengths.
The observations were made with the 91-cm Casse-
grain reflector at the'McDonald Observatory, 5 Novern-
her 1958-10 May 1959. In addition the McDonald
208-cm reflector was used on 2 November and 2.1
Januar y . One more light curve was obtained, on 10
April 1967, with the 53-cm Catalina reflector situated
near Tucson, Arizona.
A standard UBV photometer is used with an RCA
1P21 photontultiplicr that is cooled with dry ice. The
light curves are made, with the 1' filter, by comparison
with a nearby star about once ever , 6 min. The cali-
bration is made at least three times per light curve with
a "UBV transfer," consisting of observations of a red
"Reprinted from 4st. J., Vol. 72. No. 8, Oct. 1967
and a blue UB1' standard star. The light-curve in-
tensities are read from a strip chart or, more recently,
from the printout of a s ystem with a digital voltmeter
anti papertape punch (shown in Fig. 1 of Coyne and
Gehrels 1967). Extensive use is made of the computer
equipnu• nt of the Numerical Analy. Laboratory at
the Universit y of Arizona. Further letails of the
observations and reductions have beet described by
Groeneveld and Kuiper (1954) and bN Gehrels and
Owings (1962) ; the present series of papers is a sequel to
that work, publishc(l in this Journal, which has the
TABLE I. Summary of observations of 4 Vesta.
Mean V
Obs. date	 corr. to
1958/59 Mean I'	 B- I'	 U-B	 unit dirt.
UT	 (mag)	 (nag)	 (mag)	 (mag) Figure
2 Nov. 7.880: •••	 - - 4.045: 1
5 Nov. 7.8.17 +0.793 -{-0.503 4.050 2
f .002 f .0014 f .0017 f .002
11 Dec. 7.211 .795 .491 3.933 3
19 Jan. 6.35.1 .7i: .458 3.489 4
24 Jan. 6.232 .763 .455 3.384 5
26 lan. 6.211 .755: .446: 3.369 6
28 Jan. 6.227 .761 .452 3.387 7,8
31 Jan. 6.290 .766 .453 3.452 9
5 Feb. 6.407 .768 .468 3.562 10
20 I'eb. 6.695 .783 .492 3.777 11
25 Feb. 6.780 .786 .495 3.823 12
6 May 7.809 .802 .522 4.087 13
10 May 7.852: +0.802 +0.518 4.092: 14
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TABLE II. Aspect data for Vesta.
Distance Distance Ecliptic
Obs. date Phase from sun frem earth R.A. Dec. Long. La I. Phase
UT angle (a.u.) (a.u.) Light time 1959 1959 1950 1950 shift
58.11.02 - 23°05 2.533 2.3056 0,1013 332 81,42^7 + 18°24' 128006 + 0017 - 12°25
t	 .03 t .001 +.0001 f . OW 001. t .1 +	 i f . 03 f	 . 02 f
	
.04
58.11.05 -23.00 2.532 2.2687 13	 102 8 45.5 +18 19 128.73 0.27 -12.20
58.12.11 -18.51 2.511 1.5023 10 408 903.5 +18 42 132.72 1.76 - 8.62
59.01.19 - 3.77 2.484 1.5067 8 700 8 42.4 +22 23 126.98 4.02 - 0.54
59.01.24 -	 1.94 2.480 L-1963 8 641 S 37.4 +22 57 125.72 4.27 - 0.09
59.01.26 1.73 2.478 1.4943 8 630 8 35.5 +23 10 125.20 4.36
59.01.28 + 2.10 2.477 1.4930 8 622 8 33.1 +23 25 124.63 4.45 + 0.11
59.01.31 + 3.19 2.474 1.4936 8 626 8 30.0 +23 44 123.86 4.69 + 0.36
59.02.05 + 5.45 2.471 1.5000 8 663 8 24.7 +24 14 122.55 4.79 +	 1.13
59.02.20 +12.22 2.458 1.5599 9 008 8 11.2 +25 24 119.29 5.24 + 4.48
59.02.25 +14.22 2.454 1.5917 9 192 8 07.9 +25 39 118.51 5.32 + 5.68
59.05.06 +24.65 2.390 2.3245 13 424 8 39.3 +23 58 125.86 5.36 +13.65
59.05.10 +24.67 2.386 2.3685 13 678 8 44.2 +23 38 127.04 5.32 +13.66
67.04.10 -17.93 2.178 1.3259 0.007 657 1601.5 - 10 09 240.22 +10.29 - 8.21
TABLE III. Comparison stars and quality of nights
Obs. date Scatter of
1958/59 R.A. Dec. 1 B- V comp. readings
UT 1959 1959 (mag) (mag) (mag) Remarks
2 Nov. - -	 8 1,42'"8 +18°30' - ---9.866 +0.945 (0.004 -	 -
:i=.  2 f	 3 f. 002 t .002
2 Nov. 8 43.0 18 30 9.000 0.412
5 Nov. 8 45.7 18 12 9.229 0.455 .003
11 Dec. 9 03.2 18 54 8.'36 1.572 .004
19 Jan. 8 44.2 22 29 8.198 0.235 .003 Cloudy
24 Jan. 8 36.7 22 57 9.227: 1.015: .003: Cloudy
26 Jain. 8 35.7 23 15 9.879 1.310: .005 Stopped by clouds
28 Jan. 8 32.2 23 20 9.830 0.490 .002 a
31 Jan. 8 30.0 23 54 8.625 0.514: .005 Clouds about
5 Feb. 8 24.6 24 06 10.339 0.489 .005
20 Feb. 8 10.8 25 24 9. i90 1.055 .003
25 Feb. 8 08.0 25 38 5.718 0.823 .002
6 May 8 38.9 24 08 10.370 0.960 .003
10 May 8 42.3: +23 38: 10.988: 10.831 1 0. 003 Clouds alx,ut
• Asteroid passed a 12th mag star. 2:50-4 00 L, r. -	 - - - - -- -	 -	 -	 _	 -	 -	 - -
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determined b planinletry for the light cur ve of 28
Jamur.ry 1959, and the position of "Mean V" is given
by the horizontal thin line in Fig. 7. Next, with the
epocb3 of Table t (see Sec. V) and b y superposition
of FiE. 7 on the shorter li ., ht curves, the position of the
horizontal line is found for the other figures. The c di-
b;;ltion :; with UBV transfers to standards in the
Praesepe cluster (Table I of Gchrels and (livings 1962).
No ('/lV calibration was made on 10 April 1 167. The
correction to unit distances in Table I is lvith 5 logrp,
\%-here r is the distance of the asteroid to the sun and p
that to the earth (Table I1). Whenever possible,
probable errors are gi ycu in the tables.
Table II gives various data fo- Vesta at the epochs
listed in the second column of Table IV. The orbital
phase angle is computrd with Method It of Gehrels
(1957); the valttec cutler appreciabl ' from those in the
Ephemerides. The l: st column lists F, the displacement
of the center of light on the appartnt disk due to the
effect of phase, for 9(1° latitude of the pole (see Sec. Ill).
m
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FIG. 4. Obser • atiens at -V phase.
Januar • (Fig. 7) has a thin vertical line that defines
an epoch of nmxinnun at 0 1, 40 "(xl UT (uncorrected for
light time). It y fitting thin curve onto the individual
ones of other dates, the epochs of maximum light are
found. This fitting of the curves had as principal
requirement that the horizontal time axes be parallel,
with the assumption that the comparison star is not
variable and neglecting the brightness change with
phase during the night.
The light curve becomes steeper at far^er phase angles
m
00	 -
FIG. 5.Obscrvationsat -2°phase.
	 .'
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Table III gives y ;u•inus data for the comparison stars.
Vildcr -Scatter of Comp. Readings." the table gives
tile average deviation from a 5m00th cure of com-
parison-star nul:nilwies versus tin g e. C1--ks were
made for variabilit y
 of the comparison stars by plotting
the results of their U14' transfers as a function of
time. No conclusive evidence of variations was found,
but there is sonic doubt in the case of the stars used
on 11 December and on 10 \lay.
Figures 1-15 show the various light curves. The
ordinates are in mannitodes, and the abscissas in
Universal Time without correction for light time. Each
point is the average of two, or sometimes four, inte-
grations lasting about 30 sec each. Open circles are
used when the probable error is greater than about
three times that of the nightly average.
.'. Sense of Rotation
Table IV gives observed epochs of maximum light
in the second column. The lone light cur ve of 28
m00 - 1
	
^••^•	 26 Jan 1959	
•o
10 -
	
00	 300	 400 UT
FIc . 6. 0hscrvalions of Vcsta matte on the right of
opposition, 26 January 1959.
(see Sec. V). Because of the systematic changes with
phase, onl y
 adjaccut light curves and epochs are used
to derive periods of rotation.
An approximate period of rotation is derived from
the light curve of 28 Janoary; it is either 5h20"' or
10" I1"'. With a second approximation, determined from
adjacent light curves, P.,,,=P20-4 or l0h40T8. The
short Bright curves usuall y can be fitted to more than
TABLE IV. 0hserved epochs and synodic periods.
Obs. date
1958/9 Observed	 J D (c)	 No. of
UT	 CT	 2436000+ Interval cycles 	 P.Y.
2 Nov. 1 1h23 509'19613
3'11155 14 04222 536
t .5 t . 0003 t .0005
5 Nov. 14 09.4 513.0768
35.6201 160 626
11 Dec. 4 58.5 548.6969
? 586
19 Jan. 9 08.2 587.8710
4.1751
4.8427
22
22 39624 Jan. 6 33.6 592 7047 1.7830 8 874
26 Jan. 1	 21.1 594.5477
2.2263 t0 631
28 Jan. 6 47.00 596.7740
3.1160 14 571
31 Jan. 9 34.0 599.8900 4.8980 21 637
5 Hh. 7 07.2 604.7880 15.1350 68 573
20 Feb. 10 22.1 619.9230
4.8981 22 643
25 Feb. 7 55.7 624.8211
69.9053 314 628
6 eta} 5 45.4 694.7201
.1.0051: 18 0.212 504
10 hfay 5 53.1: 698.7315:
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t ic. 7. Light curve of Vesta observed at +2° phase.
one part of Fig. 7, giving various epochs. one of the
epochs is chosen such that there is an even number of
cycles in Table IV, allowing solutions for the double
period as well as for the single.
Table IV next gives the derivation of the apparent
periods of rotation. The Julian ('a • numbers are listed
after correction for light time (Table 11). The number
of rotation cycles for each interval is found using the
above period of 5h 20­4. For illustration, the shorter
period is adopted in Table 1V, but the question of
single or double period is not resolved until Sec. 111.
Table V shows the effect of a change in longitude-
change in aspect—on the synodic period. First, the
weighted average of the periods is taken over intervals
that have an increase in longitude; namely, 2 November-
11 December, 5 November-11 December, 20 February-6
Mav, and 25 February-10 1\1a y . The weighting is done
with the number of cycles. The second group in Table
V, with longitude decreasing, gives the weighted
average synodic period of the eight adjacent intervals
between 11 December and 25 February.
The difference between the two mean periods of
Table V is about 30 times the probable error. With a
high confidence level, therefore, it can be stated that
00	
^-Ar i
02	 ^•
04
06	 '•
08	 ♦• 	 4	 28 Jon 1959	 •1. `
10	 ' ••
•
2 00	 4 00	 600	 Boo
.I1'~
• v
1000	 UT
1• tc. 8. As for I-ig. 7, plotted on an expanded ordinate scale.
the rotation of Vesta is dire(/, which is the same sense
of rotation as that of the earth, for instance. For retro-
grade rotation, the lower period in Table V w•oi,ld have
been the larger one.
3. Speed if Rotation
Let an epoch—of maximum light, for example—be
denoted by E, its ecliptic longitude by \, the following
epoch by E' at longitude A', and the number of cycles
between them b y N. The nutnbcr of c ycles is increased
for direct, and decreased for retrograde, rotation when
V,
31 Jon 1959	 N
10	 1	 1
500	 400	 5 00 UT
F1c. 9. Observations at +3 • phase.
the longitude is increasing. For direct rotation, provided
ao, the ecliptic latitude of the pole, is equal to 90°,
	
L
r	
( ,\ ' —X) (F°—F)1(E'—E)= N+ 
360 + 360 J
P(,..,	 (1)
while for retrograde rotation the two plus signs are
replaced by minus signs.
In addition, there is a shift due to the change in
phase. At small phase angle a, the illuminated part of
the projected disk of a spherical body (unit radius)
TIT —
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FIG. 10. Observations at +5 • phase.
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FIG. 11. Obseivations at +12° phase.
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FIG. 12. Observations at +14` phase.
still is approximately circular with apparent radius of
1—' (1—coca). For isotropic scattering, the center
of light would be shifted by f degrees, where sinf
=(1—cosa). For scattering predominant in the back-
ward direction, the center of light would be shifted
by a degrees. The asteroidal scattering law is inter-
mediate, and an intermediate function F is defined,
F={CI(0)—I(a)]'1(0))(a—f) +f.
	(2)
The rciative intensities at various phase angles, I (a),
are computed with Table XI; 1(0) is actually taken
at 1°5 phase. The results are listed in the last column
of Table II. Before opposition the phase angle is
defined with negative values and so is the phase shift
in Table 11.
When 30 ?6 90°, tht longitude differences, (V—\),
are replaced by differences in L,
sinL = cos# sin(\—\o)j cosB, 	 (3)
sinB=sin0o sind+cosj3o coO cos(\—\o), 	 (4)
where \ and 13 are the ecliptic longitude and latitude
of observation, and \o and /3o are the ecliptic longitude
and latitude of the pole. Similarl y , one could derive a
differential relation for the phase-shift corrections,
(F'—F). We actually use a mechanical coordinate
converter designed by DI. G. Van Biesbroeck.
1
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FIG. 13. Obser v ations at +25° phase.
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FIG. 14. Observa-	 — (^
tions at +25 • phase.
0 May 1959
0
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Approximate x-alues of N O
 and do are first obtained
from a plot (Gehrels and Owings 1962) or anal tic
expression (Cailliatte 1 956) for amplitude versus longi-
tude of light curves observed in various years; the
amplitude is the largest when the asteroid is seen
equatorially and the least when observed pole-on.
Nest, values of No and Oo are tried in the above expres-
sions in order to have all intervals yield the same, true.
period.
Table VI gives the rotation period computed first
with expressions (1) and (2). The first line gives the
weighted mean of the periods computed for the 12
intervals of Table IV. weighted with the respective
number of cycles. In the second line is the weighted
mean residual, without regard to sign, of the individual
periods with respect to the mean of the first IML'. Under
"Direct Rotation," the anal y sis is made with the plus
signs in expression (1), and with minus signs for the
last two columns. Under "sin v•1c" the computation is
made with the number of c ycles shown in Table R',
while under "double" half that number is used.
There are sonic indications that Vesta has the period
of about 01 2226, or 5h -10-, with single maximum and
minimum. In the light cur ves of Digs. 1-14 no syste-
matic difference between the one maximum (or mini-
mum) and another can be found. F •. rthermore, the
time diffe*ence between consecutive maxima and
m
1
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FIG. 15. Observations made in 1967. 	 •r ••to
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TAnLF V. Period changes with longitude.
No. of No. of
When the cycles epochs
longitude used used l'.y,	 Difference
Increases 501 7 0.222 624
0.000 038
Decreases 342 9 0.222 586	 t 1
mininia appeared to he about 5 1 20-", at all tinu •s that
this could he checked. The principal criterion, however,
is '.he extent to which expressions (1) and (2) describe
the importance of the longitude and phase corrections
relative to the speed of rotation. The residual, II I
in Table VI, is the smallest for the first of the four
cases. P^iJ,incr and Psid,deer are determined by groupings
exactly as for the two Periods of Tahle V. It is seen that
the periods are about the same onl' in the first case.
In the olhcr three cases, expressions (1) and (2) dill not
describe the Physical situation as the two Periods
differ by amounts much larger than the precision
(f0i01H1 (l01). It is of interest to compare each value
D
Of [ sid,inrr and l^ni,l,da •r 45 I th Its Value Of Aid (llrst line
of Table VI) in order to sec the overcorrection or lack
of correction. It is noted, however, that even in the
first case the two periods differ ^ppreciably. In the
lower part of Table VI, therefore, the computations are
repeated with expressions (3) anti (4) using the longi-
tude and latitude of the pole of expressions (5) and (6).
In sununary, Vesta's light curve has the shorter
period. :Additional proof is found with "Table V11,
below, where the observations of various }ears can only
be ;ltted together with the short period and direct
rotation.
4. Orir,llnlit"1 of Me l'olr
Table VII gives the comparison of observations
made at seven different longitudes. Johnson's light
curve, at longitude 36°33 and latitude —7'55, was
superposed on the present Fig. 8; the epoch of maxi-
mum defined at 6 14.17°'00 of 28 January 1959 UT is
found to occur at 3 14 26"'0 (f0". ,9 P.C.) of 22 December
1950 UT. Incidentally, an error was found in the
T ABLE VI. Attempts at finding the rate and direction of rotation.
Direct rotation	 Retrograde
single	 Tauble	 single	 double
I'. 1 0,1222 588 0 ,1 445 140 0,1 222 625 0 445 285
.000 024 ,000 039 .000 042 .000 108
.222 595 .445 130 .222 654 .445 367
Aid,dn .222 586 .445 171 .222 586 .445	 171
Aid .222 586 .443 131 .222 627 .445 195
l al OW 021 .000 049 .000 046 .000 124
.222 589 .445 107 .222 660 .415 390
0.222 587 0.445 "9 0.222 584 0.445 163
TABLE: VII. Period determinations, for 90 ° latitude of the pole.
	
Fpnchs	 Interval
	 No. of cycles	 Period
50.12.22-59.02.25	 29R7d1R8813420.2216	 114 12158 863(}.7)
52.11.4.07-59.01.28	 2517.8997
	 11311.91.36	 831(17)
54.12.21-67.04.10	 4493.2677	 20186.4137	 871(zi 9)
S8.12.11-67.04.10	 3U41.9665	 13666.2998	 0.21255 889( 5)
original records for Fig. 1 of Groeneveld and Iiuiper
(195 .1) : a point plotted at 3 14 30'°4 UT %%-;is actually
observed at 3 1, 26"'0 UT. The "Interval" in the second
column of Table VI I is listed after the usual correction
for light time and a nearl3• negligible correction to
Lphcmeris Time. Similarl y , by superposition of the
original light curve worksheets, the epoch of maximum
is found to occur at 9 1 10 , 1 1 5 (::LO 4) of 7 March 1052
UT, and 9125"'2 (f0 1 '9) of 10 April 1967 UT. The 19.52
light curve was obtained by I larris (Fig. 2 of ( irocneveld
and ICuiper 1954) at longitude 155°26 and latitude
+1U°15.
I am indclitcd to Dr. L. Binncndijk for smiling his
unpublished observations made on 21 December 1954,
at the Cook Observatory in Pcnnsylvania. The longi-
tude (1950) is 82°90, the latitude —3°70, anil the
epoch of maximum is font 11 to occur at 2 15911 (:1: 2111)
UT. The combinations of epochs in Table VII are
selected such that the phase corrections are at a
miniluum. In the third interval, however, there is an
TAALE VIII. Period- determinations for various
latitudes and longitudes of the pole.
Lat.	 Long. For the epochs of Table VII
00	 1t0	 1950 1952 1954 1958
118° 866 849 863 880 868 10
72° 128 875 848 861 876 868 10
138 882 848 860 870 867 10
118 863 865 857 884 872 11
62 128 880 868 854 875 872 6
138 895 864 852 857 866 13
118 858 886 852 894 879 16
52 128 888 896 846 869 876 14
138 915 897 842 841 86Q 32
348 863 835 871 892 871 19
72 358 864 834 871 891 870 18
368 864 833 872 891 870 19
338 872 843 869 890 873 15
62 348 873 841 870 885 871 13
358 875 837 869 881 869 14
328 872 857 865 887 874 11
52 338 888 855 863 877 873 to
348 892 849 864 867 868 10
318 864 868 861 909 884 22
45 318 885 873 857 882 877 7
338 891 867 858 864 870 9
318	 885 884 858 909	 892	 15
40	 328	 898 885 853 875
	 879	 Il
338	 917 878 854 852
	 871	 22
• only thr last three decimals are listed; 866, for instance, stands for
P-0122258 866.
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TABLE 1X. Longitudes , (and latitudes) on Vesta, for five dates and tWo combinations of latitude and longitude of the pole.
1.111.	 I.nng
90	 Aa	 30. 12.22	 52.03.07
65'	 126°	 9.1.'(+ 7°)
	
21.1`( - 32')
43	 331	 2.17 (-11 )	 5 (+34 )
54.12.21	 59.01.28	 67.111. 10
135`(- 14°)
	
179'(-30)	 -	 290'( 0-)
283 (+18 )	 327 (+35)
	
82 (-7 )
• Thrae are . hifen• ntial h)ngiw.l • a of ill• rentry of the 1 Im phrre that aura the littht nine maximum when it hie the earth in itn zenith, with rexi ect
t° the Inngitude of the pole.
t
appreciable difference in phase angle between the two
epochs, and a cort'ccIinn Of - 0', 1 0HI0 was mule to adlOW
for the change in fill- liLht curve with please (silo1',n
in Fig. 16).
C'hmig and Clmng (1 9 162) observed Vesta in 19)58
anti 1961 it the Purple Mountain Ubs,r yatort. These
observations carte to Ill y atttnlinn after completion
of this paper. The 1961 obser yatior. should lie combined
with a light curve to be made at -}-9"1 phase in 1968
(ste Sec. VI).
\\ 1111
 'fable VI I, an important conclusion is reached,
naiucl y , that no consistenc y of the periods can he
ol,taincd f"r the olhur categoric, of 'Tal,lc VI :  "sittglr,
retrograde," etc. None of these attempts succeeded.
The Cycles in Tab1C VII are computed with expres-
sions (1) and (2), and the periods, thtrtfore, are for
the case of f3o= cX)°. It is seen that the period:, differ
hV amounts apprcCiabIV larger than the probable
error's. Although the amplitudes of light curves ob-
served at various longitudes dilfcr andy slightly, it is
enough to indicate sane deviation from 13u=(N)',
n:1111cly with don;;itude of the pale near 130' of- 310'.
The an:dtti(ad nu•thod of Cailliatte (1956), for tht
relation between light curve a nplitude and aspect, was
used by Chang and Chang (1962), resulting in a longi-
tude of the pule at 303° and the latitude at -4-74'.
The present method is indtpundent of any assumptions
regarding the shape of tllc asteroid and the relationship
between amplitude and aspect. Whereas "1'al,lc \'ll
gives P=0"222 588 68 and 131 = (1` fWO 000 19, this
residual is to be reduced to about U.'(110 (XX) 05 by
the proper choice of longitude and latitude of the pule.
Provided that sutlir.ient obser vations arc avaiLtble, at
the proper phase angles (see Sec. VI), the present
method appears to he more precise, and it definitely
resolves wheth:r Vesta's light curve has one or two
maxima.
'fable Vlll gives the last till-cc signilic:tnt decimals
of the period computed for various trial 'values of No
and On. The calculations are for the four intervals of
Table Vll, fUlll)WCd LN' (70111111115 for flit , weighted mean
period and the weighted mean residual. The weights
are with the reciprocals of the sq uares of the probable
errors in the last column of Table VI I.
A mininrlun value of 131 is readil y
 found in Table
VI 11,  namt•I^ for 3o= 65* and No = 126'. 'rhtrc still is.
however, a second possibility, incidentally, if the
latitude of observation had not been taken into accoi - it,
there would have been no 1180' resolution for the
longifudc of the 1)1,lc. The second possibilily is scull in
T;lble \ I I I nuar au= 45' and No= 331 ".
"T:lblc IX shows what regions arc observed on Vesta
al file 'various epuths, fur Ibc above two possible
combinalions of ecliptic latitude and longitude of the
poll. Tlly "longitud(- on Vesta" starts from thu meridian
Through tilt' uclil)tit' longitudt' of tll • p dc, amt it
incrca,t - in for same tlircCtion as the ecliptic longitude.
With direct rotation, one ohmlv(•., in it li-011 curve,
decrca ing Vesta longitude . I' >iti yc and ntgi0iyc
Vesta kititudus art in the s;one direction as those in the
ecliptic 1-CfurCnce frame. It is stun in Table 1X thai
the first -odution, with 0,. = 65 , gives less aspect
variation I)CM ISC the observations arc sonuwhat
clo=er to the Vc•ta ecliptic. This effect is, how• eyc•:, less
strong shalt night have btun c\pecled from the large
]at if fill(' diticrence of the two solution;' the reason for
this lies in the 7 inclination of Vc-1a's orbit.
The values of I :i, in "Table V111 should be considcrcd
wiIh muniu reservalion: tl1U .% :u'1.11lOdilitd if, for instance,
the relative w't • ighls of fhc periods arc adopted dilfer-
unll - . Ilowrver, the first possibilit y , with 0,=65%
appcars more likel y
 because of the internal consistency
of the 1056 5O observations i% lien expressions (5) and
(6) arc applied doxcr part of Table VI). When 09 = 45'
and \ 0 =.331` are app l ied instc;ul. the consistency is Icss
111:11 the probable error cif =1:0"(II9) OO1 allows, with
fill- following value in the second c •oluntn of
\ I: P_',=(rl))) 583, P -i.un• r = W222 589, and ^^a d. d,•rr
W22
The following values and their estimated probable
C11 , 01"', arc adopted. For the ecliptic lalitude of till-
TnIME V Computed epochs and residuals.
Ob . dale Observed minus Con,	 ted
1958/59 Computed final other
UT UT solution trial
2 Nov. 111119'°5 +4^'0 +513
5 Nov. 14 07.1 +2.3 +3.2
11 Dec. 4 56.0 +2.5 +3.0
19 Jan. 9 08.1 +0.1 +1.3
2 .1 Jan. 6 38.5 -4.9 -4.4
26 Jall. 1 22.3 -1.2 -0.8
28 jalL 647.00 ...
31 Jan. 9 33.5 +0.5 -0.1
5 Feb. 7 04.9 +2.3 +1.9
20 Feb. 10 21.0 +1.1 +1.0
25 Feb. 7 53.9 +1.8 +2.5
6 May 5 41.4 +4.0 +3.5
10 May 5 52.6 +0.5
-0.2
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Vtc. 10. The change in shape of the light
curve with change of orbital phase. The solid
line is as observed near opposition, and the
broken line is for about 24° phase angle.
pole,
,3o= 65 af 4 0 .	 (5)
The longitude of the (tole,
\o= 126 0f5 0 .	 (6)
The true or sidereal period of rotation is
L0 222 588 71, which is 5 1, 20'"31 0665 (:Eu,003). (7)
Table X gives an application of expressions (1)-(7),
namely to compute the epoch of maximum light for
the various light-curve observations in 1938 59. In
the third column the tlilTcrcnces, observed minus
computed, of the eporht in Table 1V are listed. The
residuals are surprisingl y high as compared to the
probable error of XV5 in Table IV, which was based
on the consistency e,f the fitting of light curves. Solutions
were tried with a diliercnt period, with the phase
corrections omitted, etc.; but very little difference is
thereby matte in these residuals. One of the other trials
is shown with residuals iu the fourth column; it was for
3o =90° and period 0"222 008. The conclusion is made
from Table X that the actual precision of fitting short
light curves is of the order of I or 2 min, rather than
=1=0`5. Superimposed on the scatter is a systematic
elTect due to the change in shape of the light curve with
phase.
5. Phust , Functions
Figure 16 shows how the shape of the light curve
changes with phase. The "Mean I- levels of "Table I
were used to construct the light curves of Pig. 16.
"Mean V" had been obtained from superposition of
the light curves using the computed times of maximum
with the residuals of the fourth column of Table X.
(The final solution gave the t,:siduals of the third
column, but the differences seem trivial for the detenni-
nation of "\lcan V" and the work was not redone.) The
solid line in Fig. 16 is for 28 January 1959, and the
dash.d line for 2 and 5 November 1958, and 6 May
3m 20	 I– i TT 77-7—T-7-TT'
.-
350
B-V
-0777	 } `"
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Fu:. 17. Phase functions of Vesta.
Abscissas, the orbital phase angle in
degrees. Ordinates, fop curie, the ob-
served magnitudes (V on the UBV
system) reduced to unit distances
from the sun and earth; middle curre,
the B-11' colors; bottom curve, the
t —B colors. Crosses ar-- for obser-
vations made before and circles for
after opposition.
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TABLE X1. Magnitudc-phase relations for Vtste, 1958/59.
phase V B- V U- B V corr. B corr. C corr.
1'5 3.3 . 10 -{-0.758 10.452 +0.126 +0.131 -4-0.127
2.0 3.352 .762 .451 + .0,04 -1-	 .035 + .050
3.0 3.4+1 .766 .456 -4-	 .022 + .018 + .010
4.0 3.499 .769 .459 --	 .03.3 - .039 -	 050
5.0 3.5 .12 .770 .462 .076 - .OS4 -	 .097
6.0 3.589 .712 .464 -	 .123 -	 .132 148
7.0 3.630 .77; .467 -	 .164 -	 .174 -	 .193
8.0 3.669 4-0.774 +0.470 -0.203 -0.214 -0.236
For larger phase angles, use 0.0155 mag ,Meg for F. 0.0164 (K)..+nd
0.6291 (U).
1939. The amplitude changLd ftoni 0.10 -1 ntag at
opposition, to 0.137 mag near 24° phase. The change
between November and January, and bei%veen Ta uuary
and May, is more than 20° in phase and onl y it few
degrees in longitude. The conclusion is therefore made
that the changes in shape a:e due 'o a change in phase
rather than in aspect. A similar conclusion was reached
for 20 Massalia, where there was a change in amplitude
from 0.17 to 0.23 mag as the phase changed froia 7°
to 20° (Gehrels 1936). No difference in shape coultl be
d,-tected between -23° phase (November 1958) and
+25" phase (flay 1959), but this conclusion is based
on poor evidence as the light curves were short, and
\fa y 10 may have had some trouble (see Sec. 1).
Figure 17 gives, at the top, the mean brightness of
each light curve as a function of the orbital phase. The
"Mean 1 values were used afar reduction to magni-
tudes at unit distances from sun and earth (Table 1).
It is seen in Fig. 17 that the phase function is the same
before as after opposition. The precision of each point
is +0.002 mag . (p.c.) which is about the width of the
drawn line. At small phases the brightness increases
nonlinearly ("opposition effect"). Extrapolation of the
straight line gives the absolute magnitude.
,t; v = 3 466.	 (8)
Figure 17 also shows the average colors for each
night (Table I) as a function of orbital phase. It is
seen that the B- V relation is the same before and after
opposition, but that there is an appreciable ditterence
in the U-B resuhs. The scatter of the points «ith
respect to (lie mean U-B line in Fig. 17 is +0.0015
(p.e.), which is nearl y
 three times the internal probable
error of the determinations (+0.001 7 mag) so that the
effect probably is real. The scale of ordinates for B- V
and U-B is 20 times that of the upper curve; 0,002 mag
now is about the size of the symbols. It is also seen in
Pig. 17 that there may exist an opposition effect in the
color-phase relations. The most marked effect, howcyer,
is a reddening with phase. lgnnrin_g tb( ,
 nonlinearity
near zero phase,
/3-1'=0.76(1; 7.0018;aI,
	
(9)
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FIG. 18. Color changes over the surface of Vesta. Abscissas, the
rotational phase. The lop curre is a Actch of the light curv e. A dot
shows the individual color observation (U- V) minus the nightly
mean.
and
U - B = 0. 448 + 0.00 2 7 1 a I ,
	 (10.,
where a expresses the orbital phase angle in degrees.
Table lI shows the detailed phase relations in
Visible, Blue, and Ultraviolet light. The B values were
obtained «ith a least-squares solution of the obser-
vations at phases larger than 3°0 which gives B- V
=0.763+0.00161a l , and b y drawing a small opposition
effect through the points at smaller phase angles. The
drawn lines of Fig. 17 were used for the V and U-B
values.
The last three colunn:s of Table .l'1 give the cor-ec-
tions to absolute magnitude for coniparisor. with the
correctionF generall y
 adopted for the asterc.ids (Gehrels
1967).
Figure 18 shows a sketch of the light curve of Vesta
and at the same time the differences in color, U- ti',
from the mean. For each individual transfer- there
were at least three transfers made during a light-curve
run-the diflcrcnce from the mean color fot the night
is plotted. "Zero and 1.0 rotational phases are ai maxi-
mum light (the epoch shown %with a vertical line at
6h47 1" UT in Fig. 7). It is seen in Fig. 18 that the darker
side of Vesta aiso is slightly bluer.
6. Concladinf; Remarks
Vesta appears to be a nearly spherical object isith
nonuniform reflectivit y and color over the surface. The
normal rclleetivities are computed by Ifaupt (1958)
to be of the order of 52y0 on one side and 4i% on the
other. With such hi gh reflectivity Vesta differs ap-
preciably froia the common asteroids, that have on the
average about 7% reflectivit y (G. P. Kuiper, personal
communication). Vesta's light curve has one maximum
and one minimum, but this statement has only relative
merit. The feature sketched in big. 18 near 0.87 ro-
tational phase, fer instance, might he called a secondary
minimum. The significant conclusior is that Vesta is
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nearly spherical whereaF most asteroids are not. Is
Vesta perhaps an escaped satellite?
The cpp,)sition effect, the color being consistently
redder than that of sunlight, and the reddening with
phase, are phcnon(ena of a porous eurface texture with
dimensions in thz nucron--millimeter range. The effects
on Vesta are simih-r tj th-ise obser ved on the moon;
some interpretations have been discussed b y Gehrcls,
Owings, and Colleen (1964) for the dinar surface. The
cause of the porous micrcte^ture perhaps lies in
bombardment by the solar wind and subsequent
tunneling and sputtering. Theoretical work appears
urgcntdy needed.
The difference between U—B before opposition and
after opposition (Fig. 17), if real, is not understood.
The determination of long.tude and latitude of the
pole can be checked and considerably improved by
obtaining three light curves daring the next opposition.
A light curve at +3°.1 phase (November 1968) will
allow comparison citll the observations of 1952 1 1951,
and 1959. A light curve at +() phase will match the
one of Chang and Chang (1962) made on 7 December
1961. A light curve at +1870 phase wi l l be ideal for
comparison with the 1950 observation, especially
because the aspect will be nearl y
 the same in 1968
as it was in 1950. It is important to have the phase
ang^es close to those mentioned so as to minimize the
uncertainties in the phase correction of expression (2).
The uncertainty of the phase correction did not
appreciable affect she present determination of longi-
tuae and latitude of the pole because of the selection
of the epochs compared in Table VII. That expression
(2) is close to the truth was found in the work for
Table VI: with onl y the f correction the first entr y in
Tanle VI is P„ i,,=(15222 606.
The long light curve of 28 January appeared essential
for the solutions of period and phase relations. At large
phase angle, it would have been better to have longer
light cur-es; especially the one of 10 Ma y 159 is
marginal. Precise tia ling, using R WV signals for
calibration, is essentia l_ in this work. In the future for
bright Gbj(cts, it will be better alwa ys to plot the mean
of two inte.;rations rather than finer, in ordu^ to show
fine details of the shape of the light curve. A better
atIvnipt should have been made to find comparison
stars of the -ame color as that of the asteroid. The
desirabilit y
 of having two comparison stars during the
night has to be weighted against the difficult y
 of
find;ng two conveniently nearb y
 stars. Extension of th•-
wavelength ranee of the obser v ations into the infrared
may
 `)e found useful (see Fi£. 3 of Haupt 1058).
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